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ABSTRACT
Renewable energy is a growing industry, and new technologies present unique challenges
for both large and small energy systems. Concentrating solar power plants utilize
thousands of mirrors to direct sunlight to a collection area to heat a thermal transfer fluid,
which can then be stored or used immediately to create electricity with a traditional steam
power-generation system. The varying amounts of solar resources force plant operators to
cycle the power system on and off and use dispatch strategies that can cause extra wear
and tear on the components. In order to improve plant operating strategies, we develop a
failure and maintenance simulation model for the power system that is integrated with a
mixed-integer program that optimizes the dispatch of electricity. We evaluate several
operating strategies in order to maximize profits while accounting for long-term
maintenance costs; the strategies we create increase sales by about $3 million over the life
of the plant compared to those espoused in prior research. Next, we consider the problem of
how best to wash the thousands of mirrors that lose reflectively, and therefore reduce plant
efficiency, due to soiling. We formulate a mixed-integer nonlinear program to determine the
number and type of wash vehicles to use, accounting for purchase and washing costs and
the loss of revenue due to soiling on the mirrors. We develop a decomposition technique to
quickly provide solutions that save hundreds of thousands of dollars per year.
Other renewable energy systems can be used in commercial buildings, and incorporate
combined heat and power, to lower electricity and heating costs, and provide resilience
from power outages. We apply a temporal decomposition to improve solve times for a
mixed-integer program that determines the best mix and use of renewable technologies in a
commercial building. Our methodology enables users to solve the model to an acceptable
optimality gap on the order of minutes instead of hours for difficult-to-solve instances.
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In 2019, the world saw the largest growth in renewable energy capacity in history,
helping to reduce carbon dioxide and other green house gases [1]. Using renewable energy
and storage technologies to generate electricity and meet demand has many benefits
including reducing costs, improving resilience to power outages, and helping the
environment. These technologies provide scalable power options, including large 100 MW
power plants supplying electricity to a region, and individual buildings meeting the needs
of its residents. This dissertation presents three research papers that demonstrate using
operations research techniques to optimize renewable energy power systems in two settings:
a power plant and a commercial building. The first paper, presented in Chapter 2,
describes an optimal operating strategy that maximizes electricity sales while considering
long-term wear and tear on components of a concentrating solar power plant.
Concentrating solar power plants use thousands of sun-tracking mirrors to heat a thermal
transfer fluid that can then be used to generate electricity in a conventional steam power
system. These plants use thermal energy storage which enables the dispatch of electricity,
day or night. The intermittent nature of sunlight due to nighttime and clouds, and
short-term goals that maximize profit by producing electricity during high-value hours,
force plant operators to turn the power system on and off, and ramp generation up and
down. This cycling and ramping increases the wear and tear on components and raises
maintenance costs in the long term. We create a maintenance and failure simulation that
we integrate with an existing electricity dispatch mixed-integer program, in order to
determine operating strategies that maximize profit while considering future maintenance
costs. Our results, using an existing plant case study, indicate a potential savings of about
$3 million over the life of the plant compared to current industry recommendations. The
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resulting paper, Using Simulation to Inform Policies Derived from a Concentrating Solar
Power Plant Dispatch Optimization Model has been submitted to Annals of Operations
Research. The dissertation writer’s contributions to this paper include helping develop the
maintenance and failure simulation, integrating the simulation with the dispatch model,
and conducting a design of experiments to determine the best operating strategy for an
existing power plant.
Soiling from dust and dirt degrades the reflectively of the mirrors in the solar field of
the concentrating solar power plant. Soiling can cause as much as a 10 percent reduction in
reflectively in a single day [2], which reduces the amount of heat that is captured by the
thermal transfer fluid and the amount of revenue that can be earned by generating
electricity using that fluid. Washing the mirrors improves their performance and allows
more sunlight to be collected, resulting in more profit, but can be an expensive procedure
due to the equipment, water resources, and manpower expenses involved. Current industry
practice purchases and uses vehicles in an ad hoc fashion to clean the mirrors, and incurs
significant costs for these operations in locations where water and manpower expenses are
high.
The second paper in this dissertation, presented in Chapter 3, focuses on optimizing the
size, mix, and assignment of wash vehicles in order to minimize losses due to soiling and
the costs of washing operations. We develop a mixed-integer nonlinear program that
determines wash vehicle fleet size, mix, and assignment of wash crews to mirrors to
minimize the sum of (i) the revenues lost due to mirror soiling, (ii) the costs of hiring wash
crews and operating the vehicles, and (iii) the costs of purchasing wash vehicles. We
establish conditions for convexity of the objective function, and then propose a
decomposition method that enables near-optimal solutions to the wash vehicle sizing and
assignment problem on the order of a couple of minutes. These solutions yield hundreds of
thousands of dollars in savings per year over current industry practices and we provide new
insights to a significant problem by modeling it in an innovative manner and developing a
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technique to solve it quickly to near-optimality. The resulting paper, Optimizing Vehicle
Fleet and Assignment for Concentrating Solar Power Plant Mirror Washing is planned for
submission to IISE Transactions. The dissertation writer’s contributions to this paper
include helping formulate the mixed-integer nonlinear program monolith and
decomposition, evaluating the performance of the monolith, formulating the mixed-integer
program master problem, and applying the decomposition methodology to three case
studies using several different parameter settings.
Renewable energy technologies can also be used on a smaller scale, such as decreasing
costs, improving resiliency, and meeting electricity and heating demands of a commercial
building. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s REopt LiteTM web-based
application with an underlying mixed-integer linear program, allows users to determine the
size, mix, and use of renewable energy and storage technologies such as solar photovoltaics,
wind, and batteries, in order to reduce costs and/or increase resiliency to power outages.
Including the option of a combined heat and power system and thermal storage increases
the time to achieve an acceptable optimality gap of Reopt Lite to several hours in some
instances. The final paper in this dissertation, presented in Chapter 3, applies a
reformulation and temporal decomposition of REopt Lite in order to decrease solve times.
We reformulate REopt Lite into a time-block-separable model and apply a decomposition
technique that uses block subproblems, solved in parallel, to iteratively generate lower and
upper bounds until an acceptable gap is reached. Our methodology improves the solve
time and optimality gap on all instances evaluated and difficult instances reach an
acceptable gap on the order of a few minutes instead of several hours. The resulting paper,
Decomposing a Renewable Energy System Design and Operation Optimization Model is
planned for submission to the European Journal of Operational Research. The dissertation
writer’s contributions to this paper include reformulating REopt Lite as a block-separable
model, developing the lower bound and upper bound subproblems, building the necessary
data structures to solve the subproblems in parallel, creating the convergence algorithm,
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and applying the methodology to case studies using data from the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory.
Chapter 5 concludes and presents future research.
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CHAPTER 2
USING SIMULATION TO INFORM POLICIES FROM A POWER PLANT
OPTIMIZATION MODEL
This paper has been submitted to Annals of Operations Research.
Jesse G. Wales1,2, Alexander J. Zolan3, William T. Hamilton3, Michael J. Wagner3,
Alexandra M. Newman1,4
2.1 Abstract
Optimizing short-term decisions over a rolling horizon can lead to an excessive number
of unplanned events if the operating policies on which the decisions are based do not
consider long-term adverse effects. Scheduling models incorporate the impact of decisions
via deterministic penalties, which do not fully characterize the stochasticity of failures and
their consequences. We present a methodology that integrates an off-line optimization
model with a simulation procedure to determine the profitability of different operating
strategies; specifically, the latter is used to generate additional constraints for the former
when failures occur according to component operating lifetimes that (i) are subject to
exogenous uncertainty, and (ii) may degrade more quickly under specific operating
conditions. We use the feedback provided by the simulation model in a parametric analysis
to obtain penalties that can be used in short-term operations scheduling to maximize the
long-term revenues obtained by the optimization model. We apply this research to a
concentrating solar power plant; our results show that the methodology can be used to
choose an operating policy that balances maximizing profit while managing maintenance
costs.
1Department of Mechanical Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO 80401
2Ph.D. Student
3National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Thermal Energy Systems, Golden, CO 80401
4Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Author for correspondence
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2.2 Introduction
Engineered systems suffer from unplanned interruptions whose frequency depends on
operating decisions such as how often to start and stop machinery, how fast to change
output, and whether to exceed recommended operational thresholds. When only a
short-term forecast is available for key input parameters such as weather and pricing,
deterministic optimization suffers from myopia in prescribing these operating decisions to
maximize profits or to minimize makespan. In turn, this can cause an increase in
unplanned events or system degradation in the long run. Penalizing certain behaviors in an
optimization model can limit long-term damage if there is a known relationship between
operating policies and unplanned system events [3]; however, commonly used penalties that
reflect estimated losses may not yield optimal operating decisions when the total time
horizon is much longer than that of the rolling interval. We develop a methodology to
evaluate those penalties by integrating a simulation with an optimization model in order to
account for long-term impacts due to decisions made over a short-term rolling horizon. We
consider a system in which operating policies affect failure rates of components with
operating lifetimes that are subject to exogenous uncertainty and may degrade at an
accelerated rate according to operational decisions.
Many optimization models addressing the scheduling of engineered systems do not
consider stochastic interruptions, e.g., [4–6]. We implement a procedure to simulate failure
events that result in constraining certain variables, such as limiting capacity or operations,
when provided operating decisions from an optimization model as input. In particular, we
simulate large component failures and maintenance events that may be pre-specified (e.g.,
a maintenance event occurs for every five thousand hours of operation) or stochastic in
nature (e.g., component failure inter-arrival times are exponentially distributed with a
mean time of 10,000 hours of use).
This research applies to systems that: (i) have stochastic interruptions, i.e., have
unplanned debilitating events that are known to occur, but whose exact timing is
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probabilistic; (ii) possess degrees of freedom as to how they are operated; and (iii) are
solved over a rolling horizon. For example, a system could experience component failures,
have choices on how quickly to consume a limited resource, seek optimal decisions over two
days, and then let the state of the system after one day serve as input to the next two-day
optimization problem.
One example of such a system is obtained by the capacitated lot-sizing and scheduling
model discussed by Ramezanian et al. [7], which incorporates machine availability via
structural constraints in a multi-stage setting. They solve the problem over a rolling
horizon, while considering preventative maintenance activities, which our methodology also
does, but via a simulation model, providing more accurate estimates of machine utilization
and subsequent analysis of operating policies.
Another application is optimizing the dispatch of a power plant. There is an increasing
need for power systems to frequently start up, shut down, and rapidly increase power
production both to maximize profit (by coordinating generation with peak pricing times)
and to compensate for the rising share of variable renewable energy sources. This cycling
and fast ramping causes increased wear and tear on the components of the power plant
when compared to baseload, i.e., steady state, operations [8]. Though previous research has
focused on optimizing the dispatch of electricity to maximize profits [6], there is a need to
better quantify the impact of different dispatch policies, which are controlled via penalties,
on long-term availability.
We apply our methodology to a case study concerning a concentrating solar power
(CSP) plant, a novel technology that is becoming increasingly prevalent as a renewable
energy source [9]. We integrate a maintenance and failure simulation with an existing
dispatch mixed integer program using a rolling horizon solution method in order to provide
a more realistic dispatch schedule (versus a schedule that does not account for component
availability) and the ability to quantify the maintenance and failure impacts of different
dispatch policies. These dispatch policies can then be used to support near-term on-line
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(current) operations that consider long-term effects.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.3 reviews the literature of
failure rate assessment and optimization over a rolling horizon. Section 2.4 details our
methodology in a general sense and how it is adapted for use with a CSP plant as a case
study. Section 2.5 presents the results of implementing our methodology with a CSP plant.
Section 2.6 concludes.
2.3 Literature Review
Simulation optimization is commonly used for cases in which the true objective function
of a collection of decision variables is unknown, but may be estimated using simulation
[10–12]. In stochastic programming approaches that alternate between sampling and
optimization, Monte Carlo techniques are used to generate multiple sample paths for
uncertain parameters. These realizations then serve as input to an optimization model that
obtains decisions, as well as statistical lower and upper bounds. Additional sample paths
may be generated in a second procedure that assesses solution quality via statistical upper
and lower bounds [13], or in an iterative fashion within a larger procedure [14]. Other
simulation-optimization approaches evaluate a stochastic black-box function for an initial
solution, and then decision variable values are altered either by exhaustion of a pre-defined
collection for ranking and selection [15], or by a search, which may be (i) tailored toward
building a response surface [16], (ii) random [17], (iii) gradient-based [18], or (iv) according
to a metaheuristic [19]. The search terminates when every possible decision is evaluated or
there is a failure to improve after a prespecified number of evaluations. While we
implement a parametric analysis that can be categorized as a ranking and selection
procedure, and we optimize over samples of failure events, our approach differs from these
classes of methods because decision variable values under initial conditions serve as input
to the simulation, and if any failure events occur, then the optimization model re-solved,
starting from the time of failure. This cycle of optimization and simulation continues until
no new failure events occur.
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Some simulation-optimization research involves the use of a rolling-horizon solution
approach, in which a simulation produces one run per time block. In [20], simulation is used
to generate demand realizations, and then solve mixed-integer programming subproblems
in each time block to obtain safety stocks for a supply chain management problem.
Alternatively, a heuristic scheduling policy with simulation can generate delay realizations
to obtain new schedules via a metaheuristic for a yard crane scheduling problem [21].
These applications possess the characteristic that decisions for each subproblem (i.e., time
block) are optimized and evaluated exactly once. By contrast, our approach requires an
initial optimization run to determine the operating schedule and any possible events, and,
if a spontaneous failure occurs, then the corresponding part of the subproblem is
re-optimized and re-simulated. Another approach is online optimization [22, 23], which has
the advantage of not requiring probabilistic assumptions on uncertain model parameters.
In some settings, constant-factor, worst-case performance guarantees can be derived. The
downside of this approach is that the resulting solutions can be conservative.
Markov systems are used when the system can be characterized as possessing a
“memoryless” process for failures [24]. Multiple works use Markov chains or a state-space
method to calculate steady state failure rates, e.g., [25, 26]. In [27], the state-space method
is used to provide a set of probabilities of the system being in a certain state at any point
in time, identify the most frequently occurring failure states, calculate availability and
reliability of the system, and produce estimates of system cost, profit, and output.
Many factors influence the failure rates of components in a power plant, such as
thermo-mechanical fatigue, creep, corrosion, plant cycling, and fast ramping [28]. The
majority of models in the literature separate the power plant into a collection of system
components and simulate the operating states (such as fully operational, partially
operational, not operational) in order to conduct analysis or optimization. The stochastic
nature of component lifetimes, repair times, and failure probabilities leads to the use of
Monte Carlo simulation, a process of repeating an experiment many times with randomly
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generated values for unknown parameters and using the distributions to characterize the
system [29]. Borgonovo et al. develop a Monte Carlo simulation of components in an
industrial plant to evaluate the effects that different maintenance and part renewal
strategies have on component availability, costs, aging, and obsolescence [30]. In [31], a
similar process is used to model component failures that are integrated with a genetic
algorithm to optimize plant revenue, including profits and maintenance costs. The use of
Monte Carlo simulation to generate constraints that allow for response to disruptions
within an optimization model is also commonly used used for contingency analysis of power
systems, e.g., [32–34]; however, these simulated contingencies (and their probabilities) are
known to the decision maker, whereas our approach assumes that only spontaneous failures
take place.
Tică et al. develop an adaptation of a simulation to determine a minimum-time startup
sequence for a combined-cycle power plant [35]. The goal of their work is similar to ours in
that we also develop a simulation that is integrated with an optimization model; however,
we consider spontaneous component failures which have rates that change based on the
operating decisions. A variety of researchers examine the impact of cycling and fast
ramping on the wear and tear of traditional power plants as they adapt to meet the
variable demand due to increases in renewable energy sources on the grid and deregulated
energy markets, e.g., [36–40]. In [41], industry data is used to quantify the cost of cycling
the power plant, both financially and via increased expected forced outage rates.
Most research identifying failure and repair rates is related to organic Rankine cycles
and combined-cycle gas turbine power plants, e.g., [25, 42]. Similar to our research, other
authors investigate the trade-off between plant operations that maximize profit using peak
pricing targets and the negative impact this strategy can have on the frequency of critical
component failures. Mirandola et al. modify components’ equivalent lifetimes due to
cycling or fast ramping by conducting analysis of a design and thermodynamic simulation
under different dispatch strategies [36]. Their research differs from ours in that it is focused
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on superheater pipes in a coal power plant and they use existing simulators to model
component structural reliability. Aminov and Kozhevnikov evaluate fuel and turbine
overhaul costs of a gas turbine power station under varying dispatch decisions [40]. They
use a procedure, similar to ours, whereby the equivalent lifetime of a component depends
on its number of starts; but they use a search algorithm for determining gas-turbine power
station dispatch, whereas we use a mixed integer program and consider a CSP plant.
Santos and Uturbey develop a mixed-integer nonlinear program to optimize the dispatch of
a combined heat and power plant [43]. They model maintenance costs by applying a
constant penalty to each startup and shutdown. Liu et al. estimate profit ranges of a
virtual power plant using a deterministic dispatch model and solving three instances for
which all uncertain parameters are set to the (i) midpoints, (ii) upper bounds, or (iii) lower
bounds of their assumed ranges [44]. They model maintenance costs as linear functions of
subsystem outputs. While there is significant overlap between previous research and our
application, there are critical differences in operation. Dispatch decisions in a CSP plant
must consider varying solar and weather conditions, which change the amount of
dispatchable thermal storage and increase the need for cycling and fast ramping.
Additionally, much of the current research only considers modeling a few components
instead of all critical subsystems in a power plant.
A CSP plant maximizes profit by optimizing a dispatch schedule according to pricing
profiles, weather conditions, and thermal energy storage limitations [6]. This introduces
decisions regarding how often to start and stop the CSP plant power cycle or how quickly
to ramp up generation to meet peak pricing times, while minimizing maintenance costs and
downtime due to failures. Wagner et al. optimize the dispatch of a CSP plant with thermal
storage using a mixed integer program and consider the impacts of operating decisions on
maintenance by including penalties for startups and ramping. Our research uses a
deterministic dispatch model similar to that of [6], but rather than using a constant
parameter that penalizes a subset of dispatch decisions in the objective function, we let the
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dispatch decisions serve as input to a simulation procedure, which, in turn, generates
component failures.
Several papers discuss CSP system modeling and remark on their performance and
efficiency, but lack in-depth discussion of reliability [45–47]; similar work has been done on
combined-cycle plants [28, 42]. Other papers discuss reliability, but are concerned with
optimizing plant design and operational scenarios, such as [48]. Similarly, [39] analyze
turbine lifetimes and cost expenditures of CSP systems with varying amounts of thermal
energy storage. To the authors’ knowledge, to date, there is no research evaluating the
impact that operational decisions have on component reliability when determining an
optimal dispatch schedule at hourly fidelity. Our research combines a model that simulates
failures with a mixed integer program that optimizes dispatch decisions to maximize profit.
We perform a Monte Carlo simulation with these integrated models in order to develop
more accurate power generation policies that consider component wear and tear, and to
characterize the effects of cycling and ramping on both revenues and unplanned
maintenance events.
A separate line of research includes condition-based maintenance of power systems for
cases in which the condition of plant components can be assessed via sensor data to
generate remaining lifetime distributions. Yildirim et al. develop a framework for
condition-based maintenance [49], and then optimize maintenance and dispatch operations
simultaneously [50]. This work is extended by [51] to include unexpected failures, and then
the assumption of decision-dependent uncertainty [52]. Because we do not include any
monitoring of component conditions in our application, we do not consider any
condition-based maintenance decisions, and restrict our analysis to the effects of dispatch
model parameter values on expected failures.
Our contributions include a methodology for integrating a failure simulation over a
rolling horizon, such as 24 hours, and a procedure that evaluates the impact of changing
penalties that are used to reduce the frequency of operations that cause wear and tear.
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The outcome of this research is an operating policy that can be used in near-term
operations scheduling that considers long-term impacts. Section 2.4 presents our
methodology and an application to a CSP plant. Section 2.5 describes a procedure for
using our methodology to choose penalties.
2.4 Methodology
This section describes the general methodology, then tailors it to a case study of a CSP
plant with thermal energy storage.
2.4.1 General Methodology
Our methodology integrates a stochastic event simulation with an optimization model
as follows. An optimization model, hereupon referred to as (O), is solved over a time
interval that is much less than the entire time horizon, to obtain short-term operational
decisions for a system; using the terminology from [5], we refer to the shorter interval as
the prediction horizon, and we refer to the longer interval as the scheduling horizon. A
simulation model, hereupon referred to as (S), then uses the decisions from (O) to generate
component maintenance and failure events. If an event occurs, (O) is updated to reflect
the changes to the system, after which it is re-solved from the time of the event through
the end of the original prediction horizon; then, (S) is rerun using the decisions after the
event. This continues until (S) returns no new events. At this point, the prediction horizon
advances such that the end state of the system serves as the starting state for the next
instance of (O) and (S), which we then solve in the same manner. This rolling-horizon
solution method continues until the occurrence of events are evaluated and operational
decisions are determined for the entire scheduling horizon. The iterative approach for
determining failures in (S) and subsequently re-running the model (O) is an important
distinguishing factor for our work in comparison to others’ and allows the failure events to
participate in the prescriptive model rather than simply to remain descriptive.
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Optimization Model (O)
We present a generic formulation for (O) to describe our methodology. Let T be the
collection of time periods in the relevant interval. Then, model (O) chooses values for the
vector xt, out of a set of feasible decisions Xt, for t ∈ T . Through the objective function in
(2.1a), we seek decisions that maximize a profit function f(·) minus a penalty function g(·),
while adhering to the capacity constraint (2.1b) specifically, and the remaining feasibility
constraints (2.1c).
Sets
T : time periods
Xt : feasible operational decisions at time t
Parameters
Qt : system capacity at time t
Variables
xt : vector of operational decisions at time t
Functions
f(·) : profit
g(·) : penalty for stressing system







h(xt) ≤ Qt ∀ t ∈ T (2.1b)
xt ∈ Xt ∀ t ∈ T (2.1c)
Our methodology uses model (O) to obtain operational decisions for a system. Objective
function (2.1a) could take the form of maximizing profits, minimizing costs, or minimizing
makespan, for example. Constraint (2.1b) restricts the capacity of the system for each
period t. Constraint (2.1c) provides restrictions based on system efficiency, inventory, or
other considerations. We consider cases of (O) that are successively solved to determine
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time-based decisions (such as hourly) over a rolling horizon (such as a day) for a long
operating time frame (such as a year). Rolling horizons have been used to address the
intractability of solving the full-length problem, as described in [7], or the lack of long-term
forecasting for some parameters (such as weather), as in [6]. The rolling-horizon method
was first developed by [3] and is applied to a variety of applications, including network
revenue management [53], queueing theory [54], and microgrid design [5]. These models
can be used for long-term planning decisions, such as evaluating system designs.
We assume that some operating policies such as starting up and shutting down
excessively, or ramping up production quickly, lead to increased operations and
maintenance costs and system interruptions. In order to account for the long-term impacts
of these mechanically harsh operating policies, penalties are imposed on the objective
function, such as a cost per startup or cost per unit increase in production, as represented
by the function g(·) in objective (2.1a). The magnitude of the penalties should be chosen
with care to balance the objective with long-term operations and maintenance costs, and
reduced reliability. If the penalty is too small, (O) provides a solution that overestimates
the objective (such as profit over a system life) because the operating policy does not
account for future losses due to maintenance and interruptions. If the penalty is too large,
(O) provides a solution that underestimates the objective because the operating policy fails
to exploit near-term profits for the sake of avoiding long-term losses that are unlikely to
materialize.
Simulation Model (S)
Model (S) generates changes to the system’s capacity and/or efficiency due to the
failure of critical components (e.g., heat exchangers, generators, machines, pipes, belts),
which, in turn, affect the parameters of model (O) such that re-optimization of operational
decisions is required. We assume that components in the system may fail in a variety of
manners, i.e., a component may have multiple failure modes [55]. Failures may occur after
a certain number of operating hours or startups; for the former, we use lifetimes, which are
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represented by continuous random variables, and for the latter, we use failure probabilities,
which represent the number of starts before a failure occurs using a geometrically
distributed random variable.
We initialize model (S) by providing a lifetime or failure-probability realization for each
failure mode, by either (i) generating a uniform [0, 1] random number and evaluating the
inverse of the random variable’s cumulative distribution function at that point, or (ii) using
an acceptance-rejection technique that directly produces variates of the random variable’s
distribution (see [29]). While these lifetimes are sufficient to simulate component failures
under typical operating conditions, studies such as [41] state that adverse operating policies
can cause accelerated wear and tear on components. Our methodology obtains operational
decisions from model (O) as input to model (S), and treats the state of components in the
system as a non-stationary stochastic process, introducing a hazard rate for each
component that changes with specific operational decisions, which serves as a multiplier for
the degradation of every failure mode. The hazard rate is used to effectively increase the
failure probability of components. For each time period of operations, component lifetimes
are reduced by the product of the period length and the hazard rate, e.g., if a component
has a hazard rate of 1.1, an hour of operation reduces a component’s lifetime by one hour
and six minutes. Similarly, for system starts, an acceptance-rejection test is performed for
each failure probability by generating a uniform [0,1] random number; the component fails
if that number is less than the product of the failure probability and the hazard rate.
Hazard rates are initialized to 1 for new components, and are increased permanently when
operations stress the system, such as exceeding an output threshold or starting the system.
For example, in this setting, the number of failures caused by a component’s loss of lifetime
can be characterized by a non-stationary Poisson process if the lifetime is an exponentially
distributed random variable and the operating decisions are fixed, and may be implemented
in a manner similar to that presented in [56]; however, we apply our procedure to lifetimes
with other probability distributions in the case study we present in Section 2.5.
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When a component fails, model (S) generates a repair time and a new lifetime for the
replacement component. We assume that a component’s repair time is a continuous
random variable, and we use the same techniques to generate random variates of these
distributions as we do for lifetimes. The failure of some components (e.g., a generator) may
preclude system operations during repair; others may limit system operations by imposing
a capacity and/or an efficiency degradation, but still allow the system to operate when
they fail. Failures yield one or both of the following:
• a capacity degradation, resulting in a new relative capacity, if the failure of a
component reduces the maximum output of the system;
• an efficiency degradation, resulting in a new relative efficiency, if the failure of a
component reduces the efficiency of the system.
Model (S) outputs the system’s relative capacity and relative efficiency for each time
period, which are inputs to (O). Figure 2.3 in Section 2.4.2 presents a depiction of a failure
and repair simulation for the power plant used in our case study.
Integration of Models (O) and (S)
To implement the capacity and efficiency reduction constraints in (O), model (S)
creates a relative capacity parameter, F capt , which is integrated into the capacity constraint
in (O), shown in constraint (2.2). Constraint (2.2) represents an operations constraint that
limits the function of thermal energy used by the power cycle to a capacity amount Qt in
each period t; we add the parameter F capt to further limit the capacity due to a failure
occurring. For example, a failure could cause the system to operate at 80% capacity in
time period 10, which would result in the constraint: h(x10) ≤ 0.80 ·Q10. A relative
efficiency parameter, F efft , is applied to relevant constraints or to the objective by
modifying the profit function shown in (2.3).
h(xt) ≤ F
cap






F capt : relative capacity at time t
F efft : relative efficiency at time t
The decisions from each time period (such as an hour) from (O) within a prediction
horizon provide input to the simulation model (S). The decision values for each time
period are evaluated by (S). If a failure occurs, then (S) stores the state of the system and
all components, and (O) is re-solved for the time periods after the failure (or, re-solved for
the same prediction horizon, but with all decisions up to the time of the failure fixed to
their previous values); relative capacity and efficiency parameters are degraded from the
time of failure until the repair is complete. These new decision variable values are then sent
to (S), which resumes simulating events from the previously saved state, and the process is
repeated.
Figure 2.1 depicts how the optimization model (O) and simulation (S) are iteratively
solved. In this flowchart, the prediction horizon has length τ , and the scheduling horizon
has length T . The input to the process includes the parameters and constraints for (O),
such as unit profit per time period t, and parameters for (S), such as component failure
rate distributions. The process includes solving subproblems containing time periods
between s and t̂, which represent the start and end of the prediction horizon, respectively.
We initialize s = 1 and t̂ = τ and solve (O) to obtain operational decisions for periods
t ∈ {s, ..., t̂}. The decisions serve as input to (S), and the same periods are evaluated for
system interruptions or repair completions. If a new event occurs in the time interval
{s, ..., t̂}, we set s equal to the period of failure and we save the state of the system up to
the period of failure in (S), and parameters in (O) are updated, i.e., we degrade capacity
and/or efficiency for the system starting at the period of failure until the repair is
completed. We then again solve (O) for periods t ∈ {s, ..., t̂}. This continues until (S) fails
to produce a new event. Next, the prediction horizon advances, i.e., s is set to t̂+ 1, t̂ is
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incremented by τ , and the procedure above is repeated. The process finishes when the end
of the scheduling horizon is reached, i.e., t̂ = T . Section 2.4.2 describes an implementation
of this process.
Figure 2.1 A flowchart of the general methodology of integrating an optimization model with
a maintenance and failure simulation.
One of our contributions is the act of “surprising” the optimization model with
component failures. Re-solving (O) after the event occurs and keeping the decision variable
values fixed before the event does not allow (O) to optimize around the event. This adds
realism because (O) should not have clairvoyance regarding the occurrence of stochastic
events.
2.4.2 Methodology Applied to a Concentrating Solar Power Plant
This section describes an application to a CSP plant that is suitable for our
methodology because: (i) it is advantageous to maximize profit by generating electricity
during peak pricing times; and (ii) there is a need to protect the components from
excessive wear and tear. We begin by providing an overview of a CSP plant. We then
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describe the existing model we use for (O) and the simulation procedure (S) that we
develop. Finally, we describe how (S) integrates with the model representing (O) using a
rolling-horizon solution method.
CSP Plant Overview
In a CSP tower system, shown in Figure 2.2, the sun’s rays are reflected by a large
collection of heliostats, i.e., mirrors, onto a receiver at the center of the collector field. The
receiver heats up molten salt that is either used to generate electricity immediately, or
stored for later use. Though other CSP technologies exist, e.g., parabolic trough and linear
Fresnel systems, we focus on a power tower system with thermal storage because of its
commercial relevance and flexibility in dispatch. The system generates electricity via a
steam-Rankine cycle, in which the stored thermal energy (in the form of heated molten
salt) is used to convert water to superheated steam via a series of salt-to-steam heat
exchangers; these are depicted in Figure 2.2 as the preheater, evaporator, superheater, and
reheater depending on the thermodynamic state of water within. Commercial-scale CSP
systems can have multiple series of salt-to-steam heat exchangers or trains in parallel to
maintain a feasible size and cost of the individual heat exchangers. By design, the
steam-Rankine cycle requires all trains to operate at maximum capacity and efficiency. In
the event of a heat exchanger failure, the train containing the failed component can be
isolated from the cycle, which allows for continued operation at a reduced capacity and
efficiency. Once heated, the steam passes through one or more multi-stage turbines to
generate electricity, then to a condenser where heat is rejected from the steam until
condensation occurs and liquid water can be collected in the condensate tank and pumped
back to the steam generator. Figure 2.2 depicts the major components in a molten-salt
power tower system. Several components are not shown for the sake of clarity; these
include the condensate pump, feedwater heaters, salt pumps, and the water chemistry
management system, among others. This case study concerns simulating maintenance and
failure events for critical components of the power cycle in the CSP plant, represented in
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the figure as the steam generation system and power block. Section 2.5.1 describes the
specifics of the plant modeled.
Figure 2.2 A power tower CSP plant with molten-salt storage. (Graphic ©NREL/Al Hicks)
An advantage of a CSP system with thermal storage is the ability to generate electricity
independent of the sun shining. Wagner et al. describe a dispatch model that optimizes a
schedule for generating electricity using immediate or stored thermal energy, given solar,
weather, and pricing data [6]. The dispatch decisions exploit the varying nature of both
solar energy and electricity pricing, through the use of limited amounts of thermal energy
storage. Because plants are usually not designed with enough storage to operate
continuously throughout the day at full capacity, and there may be times during the day
when it is not profitable to sell electricity, it is typically economically advantageous to start
and stop (cycle) the plant and quickly ramp up electricity generation to capacity in order
to meet peak pricing periods. Though a CSP system has a greater ability to vary power
output throughout the day compared to traditional power plants that are designed to
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operate at a fixed capacity, cycling and fast ramping nonetheless cause additional wear and
tear on the critical components [8].
CSP Dispatch Optimization Model
We use an existing model for (O), to which we refer as (OR), that is described in detail
by [6] and presented in the appendix. (OR) obtains an hourly dispatch schedule for power
generation (and associated thermal power consumption) for a CSP plant with molten-salt
thermal energy storage using a mixed integer program, which is solved over a rolling
horizon. To ensure resources are not exhausted at the end of the rolling horizon, we solve a
two-day hourly scenario and only keep decisions associated with the first day. (OR)
receives input from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s System Advisor Model
(SAM), which takes as input solar irradiance over time, weather, and electricity pricing
profiles, and predicts heliostat performance and tower receiver operations for the rolling
horizon interval [57]. In addition to these data, cycling and ramping penalties serve as
input to (OR) to account for component wear and tear.
CSP Simulation Model
The maintenance, failure, and repair simulation procedure (S) includes critical
components in the power cycle of the CSP plant. Hourly dispatch decisions from (OR),
which may include excessive cycling or fast ramping, serve as input to (S). The results of
(S) include failures, repair times, and reduced capacity and efficiency for each time period
in which one or more components of the power cycle are down due to failure. Figure 2.3
depicts a summary of the simulation model, which is described in greater detail in this
section.
We include in (S) the critical components in the power cycle that have a well-defined,
negative impact on the capacity and/or efficiency of the power cycle upon failure. We do
not include components outside of the Rankine cycle, such as the heliostats and receiver,
because they are outside of the explicit control of the power cycle operating strategy. We
consider failure events for the following components of the steam generation system and
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Inputs: t  = 1,…,T (time periods); c = 1,…,C  (components); ramp_penaltyt and start_penaltyt ; distribution of lifetimec and repair_timec ;initial values for life_remainingc and repair_time_remainingc ;initial values for capacity1 and efficiency1 . 
t ← 1; c ← 1.
Outputs: Plant capacity: capacityt , 𝑡 =1,…,TPlant efficiency: efficiencyt , 𝑡 =1,…,T
Pass, or no test
Is component c under repair? Increase hazard_ratec bystart_penaltyt .Generate Bernoulli trial for failure to start.
Reduce life_remainingc byhazard_ratec ∗ramp_penaltyt .






Is the plant online?
𝑡 = 𝑇?
𝑐 = 𝐶?
𝑡 ← 𝑡 + 1𝑐 ← 1capacityt ←capacityt-1efficiencyt ←efficiencyt-1





𝑐 ← 𝑐 + 1 No
Yes
No Yes Fail test
Figure 2.3 A flowchart showing the basic operations of the CSP plant maintenance and
failure simulation (S). The start penalty is zero unless there is a hot, warm, or cold start,
and the ramp penalty is one unless the ramping threshold is violated.
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power block in Figure 2.2: (i) turbines; (ii) feedwater, evaporator, and hot salt pumps; (iii)
feedwater heaters (i.e., steam-to-water heat exchangers); (iv) condenser fans; (v) condenser
heat exchangers; (vi) reheaters; (vii) superheaters; (viii) evaporator; and, (ix) preheaters.
Each component can have multiple failure modes.
Though the CSP production plant consists of relatively new technology with respect to
the tower, receiver, and thermal storage system, many components in the power cycle have
been used in other thermal generation plants for decades. Our case study uses data from
two primary sources for failure modes and their corresponding distributions: the first is a
report from the Idaho National Laboratory [58], which provides information for nuclear
energy production components that are analogous to those in the CSP components we
model; and, the second is a standard developed by [59] for commercial power systems.
A repair event begins immediately after a component failure, during which we assume
that plant power cycle thermal capacity and efficiency are reduced by a specified fraction
for each component. Repair rate data for the components in (S) are sourced from [59] and
from a survey by [60], which provide the mean time to repair; we assume that repair times
are exponentially distributed random variables. A constant is added to the time if the
system must cool down before the repair begins. We assume that repair and maintenance
events take place for entire time periods, even if they start and/or end in the middle of a
period. In addition, without loss of generality, we assume that any number of repair events
may take place in parallel, and that the effects of capacity and efficiency degradation are
additive. As an example, if one failed component reduces the maximum thermal power
consumption of the plant by 10%, and a second component causes a 5% reduction if it fails
in isolation, the cycle thermal power capacity is reduced by 15% when both components
are under repair.
The concept of redundancy in a utility plant enables operations to continue in the event
of planned maintenance or a component failure by incorporating backup components that
are able to perform the same function as a primary component [48]. We assume that active
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redundant components continue to operate in parallel and passive redundant components
are in a standby state waiting to be used when necessary.
Cycling and fast ramping can cause adverse effects on components in the power cycle of
a CSP plant. A startup decision might be classified, depending on initial equipment
temperatures, as a hot start, warm start, or cold start, each of which constitutes cycling
when invoked. Under normal operations, (OR) determines whether the plant is in standby
mode at the start of power generation. For the purposes of our model, the event is
classified as a hot start if the plant is in standby mode. When the system restarts after the
conclusion of a repair event, (S) treats it as a warm start if its duration is less than a
specified threshold, and as a cold start otherwise. Fast ramping is defined as an increase in
power output between two subsequent time periods that exceeds a given threshold. We
assume that this causes accelerated wear and tear on each component, proportional to the
product of its hazard rate and the level of ramping. The impact of cycling on failure rates
and the accelerated rate of component wear and tear due to ramping is described in [41].
The former is given as a percentage increase in the failure rate per start, while the latter is
given as a multiple component lifetime degradation under normal operating conditions.
Integration of (OR) and (S)
Figure 2.4 illustrates the development of a year-long solution, as outlined in general in
Figure 2.1, by both optimizing and simulating failures over a rolling horizon; the procedure
re-solves an instance of the dispatch model (OR) with added capacity and effectiveness
constraints when failures occur. Our application uses a 24-hour prediction horizon and an
8,760-hour scheduling horizon.
(OR) obtains an optimal dispatch solution for the first 24-hour prediction horizon using
inputs from SAM by solving a problem with a 48-hour time horizon, and retaining the
decisions for the first 24 hours. Next, (S) obtains failure and repair events using the
24-hour schedule as input. If (S) simulates any failures, new constraints limiting plant
capacity and efficiency, shown in Equations (2.4) and (2.5) (which correspond to
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Figure 2.4 Procedure associated with the optimization model (OR) and simulation model
(S), which obtain optimal dispatch and simulated failure and maintenance events over a
rolling horizon. (OR) determines power output, e.g., electrical power generated [kWe], and
(S) simulates capacity reductions, e.g., 0.80.
constraints (A.4e) and (A.5a) in the appendix), are added to (OR) beginning with the first
period in which a failure or maintenance event occurs. For example, if a component fails in
period 12 with a resulting 10% capacity reduction for a repair time of four periods, then a
constraint is added to (OR) limiting power generation to a relative capacity of 90% for




uyt ∀t ∈ T (2.4)
ẇt ≤ F
eff
t f(xt, yt, η) ∀t ∈ T (2.5)
where, considering a revision of (OR),
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Set
T : set of all time steps in the time horizon
Parameters Units
F capt : relative capacity at time t [fraction]
F efft : relative efficiency at time t [fraction]
η : cycle efficiency [fraction]
Qu : cycle thermal power capacity [kWt]
Variables
xt : cycle thermal power consumption at time t [kWt]
ẇt : electrical power generation at time t [kWe]
yt : 1 if cycle is generating electric power at time t; 0 otherwise [-]
Function
f(xt, yt, η) : maximum electrical power generation function [kWe]
Additionally, when a failure occurs or a repair event concludes, (OR) is re-solved with
variables fixed at their previously determined values, up to the first period with a failure or
repair-concluding event, by adding constraint (2.6). Using the example of a failure event in
period 12, thermal power consumption is fixed through period 11 (the period before the








xfixedt : previously determined thermal consumption at time t [kWt]
T F : first period with a failure event [-]
If running (S) again yields a new failure or repair event that updates the plant’s capacity
or efficiency before the time interval ends, then (OR) is re-solved with added constraints.
This process continues until (S) runs without producing a new event. Then, we restart the
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process after advancing the prediction horizon to periods 25-48, and continue until
operational decisions are obtained for the 8,760-hour scheduling horizon.
Outputs
The main outputs of this methodology are: (i) a collection of stochastic realizations of
failure and repair events over the operating time horizon, and (ii) optimized dispatch that
accounts for power plant capacity and efficiency reductions from failures. These outputs
differ from those in another model [6], which only consists of optimized dispatch. Our
output can be used to evaluate the impact that different operating strategies, controlled by
penalties, have on long-term system performance. Additionally, our methodology provides
a more realistic estimate of revenues compared to other rolling-horizon methods in the
literature because we account for failures and repairs in the dispatch decisions we obtain.
Section 2.5 describes a parametric study, using the methodology applied to a CSP plant,
that varies operating strategies to determine the impact on electricity sales and the number
of failures.
2.5 Case Study Results
This section describes the application of our methodology to a CSP plant and the
corresponding evaluation of different operating strategies with respect to electricity sales
and failures. The optimization model (OR) is coded in AMPL and solved using CPLEX
v.12.8.0.0. The simulation model (S) is written in C++ and compiled with Ubuntu v.
5.4.0. The experimental design, that evaluates different cycling penalties, and SAM are
controlled using Python 3.6.9 and executed on a Dell Power Edge R430 server with two
Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4s running at 2.1GHz and with 32GB of memory. Section 2.5.1
defines the design parameters of the CSP plant and the corresponding assumptions.
Section 2.5.2 details the factors and response variables of the experiment. Section 2.5.3
presents an analysis of the results.
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2.5.1 CSP Plant Model
For this experiment, we use a CSP power tower with molten-salt storage, as defined in
SAM. We evaluate a 120 MW CSP plant located in Daggett, California, with 15 hours of
thermal energy storage and a solar multiple of 3, i.e., the solar field thermal power output
is three times greater than the power cycle thermal input at design conditions. We consider
a 30-year planning horizon using a single one-year typical meteorological year weather file
while component degradation and failure information is carried forward from year to year;
this time frame allows us to evaluate long-term wear and tear as a result of dispatch
decisions. We employ a pricing profile that varies during the day and by season, based on a
proposed power plant near Rice, California, that changes the price at which the plant can
sell electricity [61]; see Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5 The pricing profile used with the repeated experiment showing the first 48 hours of
the one-year schedule, which also varies by season. This profile is characterized by relatively
low midday prices and relatively high morning and evening prices.
Here, we describe assumptions and parameters for this experiment. We exclude the
costs of repairs due to a lack of empirical data in the literature; instead, Section 2.5.3
examines the impact of these costs based on the total number of failures. Failures impact
sales by reducing capacity and/or efficiency. We initialize (S) with randomly generated
component lifetimes and probabilities and set the hazard rates to an initial value of 1.0
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because we assume that we start with a new plant. The dispatch is re-solved when a failure
occurs and when a repair concludes.
We use the gas combined cycle plant data from a report containing power plant cycling
costs [41] as our source for ramping thresholds and multipliers because, to our knowledge,
this data is the closest representation to CSP plants available in the literature. When
ramping is between 110% and 200% of the defined threshold, a linearly interpolated
multiplier between 1.2 and 4 is applied to the hazard rate. Because [41] only present
impacts for starting the power cycle, there is no shutdown effect.
2.5.2 Design of Experiments
We conduct a design of experiments in which we vary the cycling penalty. The goal is
to determine a revenue-maximizing operating policy, which is controlled by these penalties,
that considers lost capacity and efficiency due to failures. We also examine the number of
power cycle starts and the number of failures. We use 30 replicates for statistical analysis;
each replicate uses a different random number seed in (S) to model new instances of
component lifetimes and probabilities. Random variates are generated using the WELL512
implementation developed by [62]. Separate substreams are used for generating component
lifetimes, failure probabilities, repair times, and tests for failure upon startup.
Table 2.2 displays the eight cycling and two ramping penalties we use in our
experiments. We vary the cycling penalty, the objective function penalty in (OR) due to
power cycle startups, between $0 and $100,000 per startup. The lowest cycling penalty
level, $0 per startup, represents no penalties for startups in (OR) and an operating policy
that allows unlimited cycling. The highest cycling penalty level, $100,000 per startup,
represents four times the highest value for any type of power plant in [41], and yields an
operating policy that greatly reduces cycling. The $6,250 value is near the median warm
start cost for a 120 MW power plant in [41], and corresponds to the penalty used in [6].
We vary the ramping penalty, to which we refer as CδW in the appendix, between $0 and
$10 per MW change in electricity production. The low value represents no ramping
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penalty, corresponding to an operating policy that allows unlimited fast ramping, and the
high value is greater than the highest ramping cost for a power plant in [41], which
represents an operating policy that greatly reduces fast ramping.
Table 2.2 Factors and levels of experiment. All combinations of levels between each factor
are evaluated.
Factor Levels Units
Cycling Penalty 0 6,250 12,500 25,000 37,500 50,000 75,000 100,000 $/start
Ramping Penalty 0 10 $/MW
2.5.3 Results Analysis
This section reviews the results from the experiment. We analyze the factors
graphically and perform a paired t-test to determine which cycling penalty culminates in
the greatest improvement in sales with respect to component availability. We use this
method to take advantage of the positive correlation from using common random number
substreams for each replicate. The paired t-test consists of subtracting the 30-year sales
value for each cycling penalty level and determining if the average difference contains zero
using a significance of α = 0.05. For each pair of experiments, we let y1i and y2i be the
revenue generated by pair {1, 2} for replicate i ∈ [1, 30], calculate di = y1i − y2i, and form





di, to assess the change in revenue
obtained by changing cycling and ramping penalties. Then, we form a 95% confidence
interval on d̄ using a t distribution and conclude that there is a statistical difference
between the two experiments if the confidence interval does not contain zero. A significant
positive difference, represented by the lower confidence interval bound being greater than
zero, suggests that more revenue is achieved by increasing the penalty to yield a
less-aggressive operating policy.
The fast ramping penalty does not significantly impact sales or failures, in all likelihood
because our hour-fidelity model and pricing profile do not incentivize rapid changes in
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power output. All results for the cycling penalty are shown using the ramping penalty of
$0 per MW, which mirror the results for the ramping penalty of $10 per MW.
Table 2.3 displays the results of the t-test. The values in blue suggest that there is a
significant increase in sales revenue generated between using the cycling penalty in the
far-left column and the sales using the cycling penalty in the top row. That is, all values in
the confidence interval are greater than zero. The cycling penalty drives the operating
policy, i.e., lower cycling penalties cause (OR) to generate solutions with more cycling and
cause (S) to simulate more failures, and vice versa. Red values indicate a significant
decrease (i.e., all values in the interval are less than zero) and black values indicate no
significant difference (i.e., the interval contains zero). Of note is that there is a significant
difference between using a penalty of $6,250 per startup and penalties between $25,000 and
$100,000 per startup. Since $6,250 is the penalty recommended by [41] and used by [6],
these results show that a more conservative operating policy yields more sales revenue
when considering failures. Penalties that are too high result in operating policies that
restrict cycling to the point that the reduction in sales is more detrimental than losses from
failures. This table is used in conjunction with Figure 2.6(a) to determine the range of
cycling penalties that generate the most sales revenue when accounting for failures.
Table 2.3 Paired t-test results. Displaying the 95% confidence interval for the mean difference
in sales ($millions) between the cycling penalty in the left column and the cycling penalty in
the top row, with a fixed ramping penalty of $0 per MW. Values in black indicate that the
interval contains zero and is therefore not significant. Values in blue indicate a significant
increase in sales and values in red indicate a significant decrease in sales.
$0 $6,250 $12,500 $25,000 $37,500 $50,000 $75,000 $100,000
$0 - (-0.222;2.012) (-0.201;2.475) (0.398;2.428) (1.830;4.884) (2.327;5.612) (2.088;5.081) (1.100;3.671)
$6,250 - (-0.928;1.411) (-0.418;1.454) (1.147;3.776) (1.482;4.667) (1.086;4.292) (0.087;2.893)
$12,500 - (-0.906;1.459) (0.976;3.464) (1.334;4.331) (0.908;3.987) (0.111;2.387)
$25,000 - (0.620;3.267) (1.076;4.037) (0.759;3.583) (-0.257;2.202)
$37,500 - (-0.431;1.656) (-1.050;1.505) (-1.824;−0.119)
$50,000 - (-1.231;0.461) (-2.464;−0.704)
$75,000 - (-2.040;−0.358)
$100,000 -
Figure 2.6(a) displays the estimated additional revenue obtained with the various
cycling penalties we use in our design of experiments relative to those suggested in [41]
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(which we define here as a baseline of $6,250), as well as the lower and upper bounds of the
95% confidence interval of the sales mean. The figure shows that the strongest increases in
revenue are obtained with cycling penalties between $37,500 and $75,000, indicating that
the use of the estimated penalties from [41] yields suboptimal dispatch policies (relative to
the respective inputs for the penalty function) when accounting for additional failures that
occur due to excessive cycling. Figure 2.6(b) shows that as cycling penalties continue to
increase, the number and variance of failures decrease; however, excessive cycling penalties
can yield overly conservative policies with inefficient dispatch decisions that significantly
reduce sales relative to a penalty of, say, $50,000 per cycle.
(a) Sales by cycling penalty, relative to a $6,250 baseline (b) Failures by cycling penalty
Figure 2.6 Results of sales and failures by cycling penalty. Results suggest an optimal cycling
penalty in the range of $35,000 to $75,000 per startup.
Integrating our cycle failure simulation with the dispatch model is an improvement over
using the dispatch model alone. The latter strategy with a $6,250 startup penalty results
in $2.387 billion in sales with 2,280 cycle starts. Using a $50,000 startup penalty results in
$2.386 billion in sales with 1,020 cycle starts. This suggests that the lower startup penalty
achieves about $1 million (0.05%) more in revenue and that the lower startup penalty is
preferable, though with only a slight improvement. Integrating the simulation uses
component failure and repair distributions that consider lost revenue due to reductions in
capacity and efficiency from failures that occur more frequently with excessive startups.
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The integrated models with a $6,250 and a $50,000 cycling penalty results in average sales
of $2.372 billion and $2.374 billion, respectively. Though the $50,000 cycling penalty
results in only an improvement of about $2 million in revenue, this policy yields about
1,300 (55%) fewer startups and 50 (30%) fewer failures. If we conservatively assume that
the cost per repair is between $10,000 and $100,000, then this more conservative operating
policy saves an additional $500,000 to $5 million, a significant reduction in repair costs.
Fewer failures can have other benefits such as presenting more reliable energy production in
the market and meeting a production schedule with less unplanned downtime. Integrating
the dispatch model with the failure simulation shows that using a more conservative
operating policy, i.e., by using a higher cycling penalty, results in more revenue, fewer
startups, and fewer failures.
We provide this analysis as an example of the type of insights that can be derived using
our methodology. Integrating a failure simulation with an optimized dispatch model
enables us to determine cycling penalties that result in revenue-maximizing operating
policies that account for lost sales due to unplanned maintenance events. These results are
an improvement over exclusively using optimization or simulation to obtain or evaluate
policies, respectively, without the benefits of integrating the other model. Optimization
alone would lead to a poor estimation of profits since unplanned debilitating events are not
considered. Impacts from overestimating availability include an inability to meet
contractual generation, negative public perception of unplanned outages, and poor
preventative maintenance planning.
2.6 Conclusion
This chapter presents a methodology for obtaining optimal operations decisions that
account for unplanned events. We describe a procedure to integrate an optimization model
that is solved over a rolling horizon with a simulation procedure. This methodology
enables the analysis of penalties that change operating policies and their impact on both
output and the long-term wear and tear of components.
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We present a case study of a CSP plant by using an existing dispatch optimization
model and a component failure simulation we develop, and we evaluate how various
ramping and cycling penalties impact dispatch decisions, which, in turn, affect revenues and
the frequency of component failures. The results of this case study show that we can use
our methodology to find improved operating strategies that consider component reliability.
Specifically, we determine a policy that increases average sales by about $3 million over 30
years, compared to the policy suggested as a standard in [41] and used in prior research [6].
The insights gained by studying the effect that different operating policies have on
long-term reliability can support higher-level decisions such as system design. For example,
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s SAM can be used to optimize a CSP plant
design for a given location and plant size. SAM uses dispatch optimization to help evaluate
different design choices, but failure to account for system interruptions as a function of
dispatch decisions may lead to suboptimal policies which (i) overestimate revenues, and (ii)
may, in turn, yield suboptimal designs. Our integration of a maintenance and failure
simulation with a dispatch optimization model can address these potential shortcomings by
simulating stochastic failures that occur in the power cycle as a function of operating
decisions.
Future work will incorporate repair costs for components and preventative maintenance
strategies. This methodology can be modified either to evaluate strategies that consider the
timing of a repair, or to optimize system design while accounting for component availability.
Extensions of this research can be applied to complex systems that seek optimal
decisions over a rolling horizon that (i) include operating policy-changing parameters and
(ii) have knowledge of component failure and repair rates. One area is machine scheduling
problems in which increasing component utilization could improve output, but at the
expense of more unplanned maintenance events. Another area is optimizing nurse
scheduling in a hospital in which certain policies could increase productivity in the short
term, but lead to an increased number of leave requests and turnover.
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CHAPTER 3
OPTIMIZING VEHICLE FLEET AND ASSIGNMENT FOR CONCENTRATING
SOLAR POWER PLANT MIRROR WASHING
This paper is planned for submission to IISE Transactions.
Jesse G. Wales5,6, Alexander J. Zolan7, Alexandra M. Newman5,8, Michael J. Wagner7
3.1 Abstract
Concentrating solar power central-receiver plants use thousands of sun-tracking mirrors
to reflect sunlight to a central receiver, which collects and uses the heat to generate
electricity. Over time, soiling reduces the reflectivity of the mirrors and, therefore, the
efficiency of the system. Current industry practice sends wash vehicles to clean mirrors in
an ad hoc fashion. We present a mixed-integer nonlinear program that determines wash
vehicle fleet size, mix, and assignment of wash crews to mirrors to minimize the sum of (i)
the revenues lost due to mirror soiling, (ii) the costs of hiring wash crews and operating the
vehicles, and (iii) the costs of purchasing wash vehicles. We establish conditions for
convexity of the objective function, and then propose a decomposition method that enables
near-optimal solutions to the wash vehicle sizing and assignment problem on the order of a
couple of minutes. These solutions yield hundreds of thousands of dollars in savings per
year over current industry practices.
3.2 Introduction
Concentrating solar power (CSP) technologies can utilize the heat from sunlight that is
redirected by a field of sun-tracking mirrors to a central location. The heat produced by
this process may be (i) directly used as industrial process heat, (ii) converted to electricity
5Department of Mechanical Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO 80401
6Ph.D. Student
7National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Thermal Energy Systems, Golden, CO 80401
8Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Author for correspondence
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using conventional power cycle technology, and/or (iii) paired with thermal energy storage
in the form of molten salts, which may be stored and dispatched at a later time. Thermal
energy storage makes the electricity produced by CSP highly dispatchable and, therefore,
unique among non-hydropower renewable energy resources, whose intermittency can limit
their value to the grid [63]. The value proposition offered by solar-powered baseload and
dispatchability, combined with reductions in thermal energy storage costs, has contributed
to growth in CSP adoption in recent years [64]. The foremost CSP technologies at the
research and commercial scales are (i) parabolic trough, (ii) central receiver (also known as
a “power tower”), (iii) linear Fresnel, and (iv) dish engine. Parabolic troughs and central
receivers currently compose about 95 percent of all CSP installations [65], and central
receiver systems represent the greatest opportunity for efficiency gains and cost reduction
[66]. Figure 3.1 displays an example solar field for a central receiver CSP plant. We focus
on the washing operations costs in central receiver systems related to soiling, which reduces
the reflectivity of the mirrors and, therefore, the efficiency of the system. We present a
model for planning wash vehicle fleet size, mix, and assignment to minimize revenue losses
due to soiling and costs due to cleaning operations.
A review of the literature dedicated to measuring the effects of soiling on the
performance of CSP and photovoltaic plants indicates that while efficiency reductions over
time vary widely by location, field tests show that arid and windy locations are subject to
efficiency losses as high as 10 percent per day for a horizontal surface [2]. Several proposed
models estimate the specular reflectivity of a single heliostat [67–69]. Zhu et al. [70]
develop a method to characterize the efficiency of a CSP plant’s collection system using
measurements from a subset of the mirrors that direct sunlight to the central receiver.
Models that seek an optimal layout of heliostats surrounding a central receiver, to which
we refer as the solar field, are reviewed in [71] and extended to allow for mirrors of multiple
sizes in [72]. Wagner and Wendelin develop Solar Power tower Integrated Layout and
Optimization Tool (SolarPILOT) [73], that characterizes the performance and operations
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Figure 3.1 An example solar field with a radial layout for a CSP plant. The color map
denotes an index proportional to the expected annual energy sent to the receiver by each
heliostat, including blocking effects. In general, the heliostats closer to the tower at the
center (red) provide more annual thermal energy than the heliostats further from the tower
(blue).
of a central receiver plant via integration with the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
System Advisor Model [74].
Several technologies can mitigate the impact of soiling on solar field efficiency, including
anti-soiling coatings [2, 75] and automated, self-cleaning technologies [76–78]; see [79, 80]
for a full review of the soiling-related mitigation techniques for both CSP and photovoltaic
systems. Currently, the most cost-effective method for removing dust to minimize soiling
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losses is the use of wash crews, who operate vehicles to move between heliostats and
manually clean the mirrors with brushes and a solution of demineralized water and
detergent [81]. Some vehicle technologies optimize routing to maximize the wash rate, or
the rate at which mirrors are washed in a central receiver facility’s solar field [82].
Because on the order of 10,000 heliostats or more can constitute a solar field, assigning
wash crews is a non-trivial problem. The literature dedicated to wash crew scheduling is
largely restricted to policies that determine either a single optimal cleaning frequency for
all mirrors in the solar field, or a policy that dictates a cleaning of the field when
reflectance falls below some threshold. Earlier works develop site-specific cleaning
frequencies that balance the costs of cleaning with efficiency degradation due to dust
[83, 84]. Other studies track soiling-related efficiency losses over time, and then recommend
cleaning frequencies for CSP parabolic trough plants [85–87] and for photovoltaic systems
[88]. Mani and Pillai develop a model that seeks an optimal wash crew policy for parabolic
trough plants, in which the candidate policies offer either (i) a constant cleaning rate, or
(ii) a method using all available crews to clean the solar field when average heliostat
reflectance falls below a certain threshold [89]; the authors propose a third policy in which
additional, temporary crews are assigned at additional cost when a second threshold is
passed. Truong Ba et al. propose a similar, condition-based cleaning policy, and implement
a Markov decision process to obtain an optimal, time-varying cleaning threshold [90].
While these models are appropriate for the subset of CSP technologies in which each
heliostat provides a similar amount of energy to the plant over time, they do not consider
the unequal productivity of heliostats in a central receiver plant due to atmospheric
scattering, shading, and blocking. For example, Figure 3.1 shows the wide variation in the
annual energy delivered to the receiver among the heliostats in the solar field. Ashley et al.
[91] develop a heuristic method that obtains a mirror-cleaning schedule over a fixed
collection of periods in which a clustering algorithm finds routes, a mixed-integer program
determines an initial schedule for those routes, and then a heliostat-switching heuristic
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further improves the route schedule for a pilot-scale plant with two identical vehicles.
While the work of Ashley et al. allows for the wash frequency of each mirror to vary
according to productivity, the range of wash frequencies is restricted by the prespecified
number of periods. Additionally, there may be an advantage to having fewer crews operate
during less productive seasons of the year to reduce total operations and maintenance costs.
Determining the size and mix of a vehicle fleet requires a balance between procurement
expenditures and operational expenses to minimize cost while meeting service
requirements. The fleet sizing and utilization problem is often associated with the seminal
work by [92] on the vehicle routing problem (VRP), which determines vehicle routing
decisions over a transportation network in order to minimize costs and meet demands. In
Golden et al. [93], they introduce the fleet size and mix vehicle routing problem, in which
vehicles do not have to be identical. Several authors incorporate fleet sizing and routing of
a heterogeneous mix of vehicles [94–96]. Literature surveys include [97], who summarize
research on planning fleets with heterogeneous vehicle composition that account for
routing. Braekers et al. [98] provide a classification of VRP research and a survey of
articles pertaining to these areas. In our application, we determine the optimal fleet size
and mix of different types of wash vehicles and how they are used in each month of the
year to minimize profit loss due to soiling at a concentrating solar power plant. Specifically,
we consider the best combination of wash vehicle types, the number for each type, and how
vehicles are used in each month of the year for the life of the plant.
Our problem is similar to many VRPs because we are optimizing the size and mix of a
fleet of vehicles. We consider the capital costs of purchasing and, if required, replacing, any
vehicles selected for the fleet; we also consider the operational expenses incurred by
deployment. Our problem differs from VRPs because the vehicles do not meet any demand
and we do not consider the distance between groups of heliostats, assuming it is negligible
compared to the time to wash them. Instead, we determine optimal assignments of vehicles
to heliostats in order to minimize profit loss which depends on the frequency with which
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the mirrors are washed and, correspondingly, the accumulated soiling and loss of
reflectivity. Additionally, each vehicle type has a different wash rate, cleaning effectiveness,
and hourly cost. Because soiling rates and solar irradiance can differ throughout the year,
and because purchased vehicles do not have to be used in every month, we determine
separate fleet assignments for each month of the year.
Our contributions include a novel policy for CSP solar field maintenance and an
associated solution procedure. Our policy stems from a mixed-integer nonlinear program
(MINLP) that seeks an optimal assignment of wash crews to groups of heliostats over time
that minimizes the sum of (i) the revenues lost due to soiling, (ii) the costs of hiring
full-time and seasonal wash crews, and (iii) the costs of purchasing wash vehicles. The
policy differs from those presented in the literature in four ways:
• we determine the number and size of the mirror-washing routes directly by the
optimization model;
• we allow for the number of wash crews to vary during the year in response to
changing soiling rates and irradiance levels;
• we include multiple wash vehicle types that have different cleaning efficiencies and
wash rates;
• we relax the constraint that each node be visited at least once; instead of meeting
node demand, the number of nodes that a vehicle is assigned determines its revisit
time.
Our temporal decomposition approach greatly reduces solve times, by dividing the
monolith into subproblems that may be solved in parallel to obtain lower and upper
bounds on the original model’s optimal objective value. We present a collection of case
studies using data from industry and the literature, and compare the costs of our proposed
policy to industry standards and previously published solution methods.
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The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.3 presents our assumptions,
then develops the MINLP formulation we use to determine the optimal hiring and
assignment of wash crews to heliostats in the field. Section 3.4 describes our approach to
solving the problem. Section 3.5 presents results for a collection of case studies, and
compares the costs of our policy to those in the literature. Section 3.6 concludes and
provides suggestions for future research.
3.3 Wash Crew Optimization Model
This section details the overview and assumptions of our model, including our MINLP
formulation from which we obtain optimal vehicle fleet sizing, mix, and allocation decisions
for wash crews to clean the mirrors in a CSP plant’s solar field. Our model, to which we
refer as (W), minimizes the sum of capital costs, labor expenses, and revenue losses caused
by soiling. The soiling-related efficiency losses are a function of the average elapsed time
between consecutive washes, which, in turn, depends on (i) the subset of solar field sections
to which the crew is assigned, (ii) the cleaning rate of the vehicle, (iii) the cleaning
efficiency of the vehicle, and (iv) the number of hours that a crew works per week.
3.3.1 Assumptions
Our model considers seasonal hiring decisions on a monthly basis over a year-long
horizon, that are repeated for the entire life of the plant. This includes the replacement of
wash vehicles that reach the end of their serviceable lives, and replacements at regular
intervals are included in these costs. The weather data we use as input to SolarPILOT to
obtain estimates of productivity by heliostat and by time period are taken from the
open-source EnergyPlus database [99] in typical meteorological year format, which provides
a single year of representative weather data for a given location; additionally, we apply the
same discount rate to both labor costs and lost revenues. Hence, we assume that the
decision to hire seasonal workers in a given month is consistent in each year.
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The design of the solar field, which includes the location and expected power output for
each heliostat, for each period, is treated as input to our model. We assume that crews
wash mirrors at the same rate for a given vehicle type, and that the wash crew travel times
between heliostats are constant without regard to routing. We also assume that the crews
are composed of a flexible workforce that can also be assigned to other tasks when not
washing, such as heliostat maintenance and repair; therefore, the number of vehicles in
operation may vary over time. Due to routing restrictions in the solar field, we group
heliostats into sections that may not be divided between two different wash crews.
Additionally, we assume the average soiling-related efficiency loss of a section is a function
of the time between consecutive cleanings, which we term gvft(·), and is known for each
vehicle v, solar field section f, and time period t. Finally, because many of the soiling
studies in [2] report a single percentage loss per day, and the cleaning studies in [79, 80]
show that the efficiency of a newly-cleaned mirror depends on the cleaning method, we
assume that gvft(·) takes the form of a linear function, i.e.,
gvft(Evt) = svt + s̄ft · Evt,
in which svt is the efficiency loss of a newly-cleaned mirror using vehicle v in period t, s̄ft is
the (fixed) average soiling loss for the mirrors in section f per unit of time between
washings in period t, and Evt is the average time between washings of all sections assigned
to vehicle v in period t. We assume the average soiling loss is constant over the entire time
horizon and only varies by period.
If a solar field section is not washed in a given month, we assume an average reflectivity
for that section. The parameter for the reflectivity of heliostats if they are not washed
varies by month, e.g., summer months may have a lower average reflectivity when
unwashed than winter months. This parameter is independent of whether those heliostats
were unwashed in the previous month; as such, we assume a certain base level of
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reflectivity month-to-month for unwashed heliostats.
3.3.2 MINLP Formulation (W)
The formulations in this chapter follow the notational conventions described in [100].
We use lower-case letters to denote parameters and functions, and we use upper-case
letters to describe variables. Subscripts identify elements of sets, which, in turn, are
represented by calligraphic letters. Superscripts signify different parameters which use the
same lower-case letter (e.g., capital vs. labor costs). Calligraphic letters contained in
parentheses correspond to models. Below, we describe the MINLP formulation of our
model, to which we refer as (W).
Sets and Indices
v ∈ V = {1, . . . , V } wash vehicles
f ∈ F = {1, . . . , F} solar field sections (e.g., rings of heliostats)
f ∈ F̂v ⊆ F solar field sections that vehicle v can wash
v ∈ V̂f ⊆ V vehicles that can wash solar field section f
t ∈ T = {1, . . . , T} time periods (i.e., months)
Parameters Units
dft expected direct normal irradiance collected by solar
field section f per period t, with no soiling [kWh]
rt expected net present value of revenue per unit direct
normal irradiance sent to receiver in period t over the
operating horizon [$/kWh]
τvf time required for vehicle v to wash solar field section
f, including travel time and weekly labor limits [h]
cWvt cost of assigning a wash crew to operate vehicle v in
period t [$]
cPv net present capital cost of vehicle v, including
replacing vehicles, during the operating horizon [$]
svt soiling loss of a newly-cleaned mirror using vehicle
v in period t [fraction]
s̄ft soiling loss rate of mirror f in period t [fraction/h]
Decision Variables Units
Pv 1 if vehicle v is purchased for the entire operating
horizon (including replacements), and 0 otherwise [-]
Wvt 1 if vehicle v is operated by a wash crew in period
t of each year in the operating horizon, and
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0 otherwise [-]
Xvft 1 if vehicle v is assigned to solar field section f in
period t for each year in the operating horizon,
and 0 otherwise [-]
Evt time elapsed between consecutive washings of all
































τvf ·Xvft, ∀v ∈ V , t ∈ T (3.1c)
Xvft ≤ Wvt, ∀v ∈ V̂f , f ∈ F , t ∈ T (3.1d)
Wvt ≤ Pv, ∀v ∈ V , t ∈ T (3.1e)
Evt ≥ 0, ∀v ∈ V , t ∈ T (3.1f)
Pv ∈ {0, 1}, ∀v ∈ V (3.1g)
Wvt ∈ {0, 1}, ∀v ∈ V , t ∈ T (3.1h)
Xvft ∈ {0, 1}, ∀v ∈ V̂f , f ∈ F , t ∈ T . (3.1i)
Discussion
We seek, via the objective function in (3.1a), hiring and assignment decisions for wash
crews that minimize the sum of (i) the revenue losses due to soiling, (ii) the operational
costs of washing, and (iii) purchasing equipment. Each vehicle v in set V can be a different
type of wash vehicle, e.g., for V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, we can have v ∈ {1, 2} be brush trucks,
v ∈ {3, 4} be high-pressure spray trucks, and v ∈ {5} be a ghost truck, which we include as
an option to forgo washing a given solar field section. The soiling loss, svt, for solar field
sections assigned to the ghost truck is the expected soiling loss for unwashed mirrors. We
assume that field sections maintain an average monthly reflectivity when unwashed due to
weather events (such as rain), or that they are washed at least once a month. The time for
the ghost truck to wash, τvf , is zero for all solar field sections, which removes the s̄ftEvt
term in the objective when v corresponds to the ghost truck. Constraint (3.1b) enforces the
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assignment of each section of heliostats to exactly one compatible wash vehicle for each
period. We assume that each solar field section f is washed at least once in each period t.
Constraint (3.1c) tracks the time required for a wash vehicle to perform a single cleaning of
all assigned solar field sections. Constraint (3.1d) precludes the assignment of heliostats to
a vehicle without a crew, while constraint (3.1e) requires that the vehicle is procured if a
wash crew is hired. Constraint (3.1f) ensures nonnegativity, and constraints (3.1g)-(3.1i)
provide binary restrictions.
Model (W) is a large-scale MINLP, which may be solved with general-purpose solvers,




τvf ·Xvft in objective function (3.1a) reveals products of binary variables as the
only source of nonlinearities when the soiling-related losses are linear in Evt; while an exact
linearization of this relationship exists, the number of additional variables and constraints
results in an intractable model in our application. As shown by the case studies in
Section 2.5, the solution times for model (W) can be computationally burdensome using
commercial solvers without decomposing the problem.
In what follows, we relax the binary restriction on the assignment variables Xvft and
separate the problem into subproblems that we can solve efficiently using convex
optimization methods. We then use information from the subproblems to serve as input to
a master problem that we solve to obtain (near-) optimal solutions.
3.4 Solution Methodology
We introduce a two-part solution methodology: (i) in Section 3.4.1, we propose a
decomposition scheme that exploits mathematical structure when embedded within an
iterative approach; and (ii) in Section 3.4.3, we suggest a model, (M), that uses
subproblem solutions to produce lower and upper bounds on (W).
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3.4.1 Subproblem Formulation (S)
Our approach to solving instances of model (W) creates enumerated sets of all possible
combinations of wash vehicles that may be purchased, I, and solves an associated
subproblem for each. We refer to the subproblem as model (S), which produces mirror
assignments; we call the optimal objective function value of this subproblem c
(S)
it , which is
the cost of operating vehicles and the lost revenue due to soiling using the fixed vehicle
collection i in period t. While the number of subproblems is 2V · T in the worst case,
practical instances keep this number at a manageable size. Specifically, our application
uses a maximum of three different wash vehicles from which to select, with multiple copies
of each available for purchase.
New Sets and Indices
i ∈ I = {1, . . . , I} collections of wash vehicles
v ∈ Ṽi ⊂ V wash vehicles in collection i

























τvf ·Xvft, ∀v ∈ Ṽi (3.2c)
Evt ≥ 0, ∀v ∈ Ṽi (3.2d)
0 ≤ Xvft ≤ 1, ∀v ∈ Ṽi, f ∈ Fv. (3.2e)
Discussion
The objective function in (3.2a), for period t, consists of a sunk operational cost of
vehicle use in collection i and minimizes the total revenue losses due to soiling; it does not
include the vehicle capital costs in (3.1a). Constraints (3.2b)-(3.2c) correspond to
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constraints (3.1b)-(3.1c), and constraint (3.2d) is equivalent to constraint (3.1f). By
substituting Evt in the objective function with the right-hand side of constraint (3.2c), we
can represent model (S) as a quadratic assignment problem. In what follows, we show that
by relaxing the binary restriction on the assignment variable, as shown in (3.2e), a convex
optimization problem results, which can be solved efficiently.
3.4.2 Convexity of Model (S) Objective Function
Proposition 1 shows that, for a fixed period t, if the soiling functions, gf(·), use a
constant soiling rate with respect to the time between cleanings, Ev, and a vehicle can
wash each section of the solar field in the same amount of time, then the objective function
in (3.2a) is convex if the assignment variables, Xvf , are continuous. Then, because the
constraints are linear, this version of model (S) may be solved to global optimality using
nonlinear solvers that produce locally optimal solutions.
Proposition 1. Let
gf(x) = sv + s̄f · x,




τvf ·Xvf , ∀v ∈ V ,












Proof. Because a positive-weighted sum of convex functions is convex, and df ≥ 0, ∀f ∈ F ,































All nonlinear terms of hf(X) are composed of either (i) a single squared term with the
coefficient ŝτ̂v, or (ii) two component variables, which share a common vehicle, v, and the
coefficient 2ŝτ̂v. Moreover, for each vehicle, v, there exists a term of the form in (i) for each
f ∈ F , and there exists a term of the form in (ii) for each pair of mirrors
(f, f
′
) ∈ F × F : f 6= f
′
. Hence, the Hessian of hf , which we refer to as Hhf , can be














M1 0 · · · 0 0






0 0 · · · M|V|−1 0














in which Mv is a |F| × |F| sub-matrix in which all entries are equal to 2ŝτ̂v. Then, Mv is a
rank-1 sub-matrix which has a nonzero eigenvalue equal to 2|F|ŝτ̂v, for each vehicle v ∈ V .
Because the eigenvalues of a block diagonal matrix are the eigenvalues of the component
blocks, every eigenvalue of Hh is nonnegative, and so the function hf(·) is convex. 
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3.4.3 Master Problem (M)
The master problem model, which we term (M), prescribes a vehicle purchase and
operation policy that minimizes (i) the lost revenue due to soiling, (ii) the cost of hiring a
crew and operating the vehicles, and (iii) the capital cost of vehicles purchased. Given a
solution from (S), (M) can determine both a lower bound and an upper bound on the
objective function value of (W).
Sets and Indices
i ∈ I = {1, . . . , I} collections of wash vehicles
v ∈ V = {1, . . . , V } wash vehicles
t ∈ T = {1, . . . , T} time periods (i.e., months)




it operational costs and revenue losses due to soiling
from model (S)using vehicle collection i in period
t for the entire operating horizon [$]
cPv net present capital cost of vehicle v, including
replacing vehicles, during the operating horizon [$]
Decision Variables Units
Uit 1 if collection i in period t is used for the entire
operating horizon, and 0 otherwise [-]
Mv 1 if wash vehicle v used for any vehicle collection




















Uit = 1, ∀t ∈ T (3.3b)
Mv ≥ Uit, ∀v ∈ V , i ∈ Iv, t ∈ T (3.3c)
Uit ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T (3.3d)
Mv ∈ {0, 1}, ∀v ∈ V . (3.3e)
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Discussion
We seek, via the objective function in (3.3a), a collection of wash vehicles to purchase
and wash crews to operate them in each time period such that the sum of (i) the
operational costs and revenue losses due to soiling, and (ii) the costs of purchasing
equipment are minimized. Constraint (3.3b) enforces the selection of a single collection for
each time period. Constraint (3.3c) ensures that a sufficient number of vehicles of each
type are purchased for the operating decisions chosen in each period. The number of
vehicles for a collection is not required to be invariant across all time periods, but if a
vehicle is used in any time period, then the full cost of that vehicle purchase is incurred.
For example, if the collection for the first period uses one vehicle of type 1 and the
collection for the second period uses two vehicles of type 1, then two vehicles of type 1
must be purchased. Similarly, all vehicles purchased do not have to be used in every time
period. Not using all of the vehicles could lower labor and washing costs.
Constraints (3.3d) and (3.3e) provide binary restrictions.
3.4.4 Solution Procedure
We first solve subproblem model (S) with relaxed Xvft (assignment) variables for every
combination of collection i and time period t; we call this set of solutions X . We then
provide the solutions c
(S)
it that use X to model (M), which incorporates purchase costs, to
create a valid lower bound. We obtain a feasible solution by rounding the values in X ; the
resulting evaluation in model (M) provides an upper bound. Figure 3.2 depicts a general
overview of the decomposition procedure in which subproblem results are provided to the
master problem, which determines the best combination of vehicles for each time period.
In this example, there are five each of vehicles type one, two, and three, and one ghost
truck; considering that each type can remain unused, or be used up to five times, collection
i = 216 (63), [5, 5, 5, 1], represents all vehicles used.
Specifically, we implement the procedure in Algorithm 1 to obtain near-optimal
solutions to instances of model (W).
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Figure 3.2 Decomposition overview. Subproblems for each time period and collection of
vehicles (e.g., [1, 2, 3, 1] represents the collection with 1 of vehicle type one, 2 of vehicle type
two, 3 of vehicle type three, and 1 of vehicle type four, the ghost truck) are solved in parallel;
these are used by the master problem to determine the best collection of vehicles in each
time period. The final solution requires 3 vehicles of type two to be purchased (plus the use
of the ghost truck), though only 2 are used in January and December.
Algorithm 1
• Step 1. ∀t ∈ T and ∀i ∈ I, solve subproblem (S) with the assignment variables Xvft





it . Then, round up the assignment variables X with the largest fractional
values for each i and t to one, and round down all other assignment variable values to
zero, to obtain a feasible solution to (S), and call the resulting objective value c̄(S)it .
• Step 2. Let c(S)it ← ¯
c
(S)
it , and solve model (M); call the lower bound obtained from
this instance
¯
z∗, and let M∗v and W
∗
it be the optimal purchase and hiring decisions,
respectively.
• Step 3. Let c(S)it ← c̄
(S)
it , and re-solve model (M). Call this upper bound z̄
∗.
• Step 4. Return
¯
z∗, z̄∗, M∗v , W
∗
it, and the (rounded) values of Xvft that correspond to
hiring decisions ∀t ∈ T .
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3.5 Results
This section describes a collection of case studies and analyses using data from various
sources in the literature and from industry. We report computational results for these
instances that: (i) demonstrate that the optimal number of wash vehicles and their use
vary by geography, largely due to changes in operational costs; and, (ii) recommend
different cleaning frequencies than do previously published industry guidelines.
3.5.1 Source Data
For the case studies that follow, we consider three CSP plants, the first of which, Case
1, is a fictional CSP central-receiver design, obtained using SolarPILOT [73], and includes
8,279 heliostats. The data from SolarPILOT provides each heliostat’s location and its
estimated annual energy collection. Case 2 uses a CSP central-receiver design from one of
our industry partners that includes over 10,000 heliostats. Case 3 employs a CSP
parabolic trough design from one of our industry partners. We assume that lost revenue,
labor and materials costs, and capital costs are each subject to separate discount rates in
each instance.
Other differences between the three cases follow. For the central-receiver plants, solar
field sections are created with an equal number of heliostats, in which each section
increases by distance from the central receiver. This grouping allows the objective function
to be convex, as described in Section 3.4.2. Case 1 considers up to five each of three wash
vehicle types, (i) water and brush, (ii) high-pressure wash, and (iii) low-pressure wash, i.e.,
“deluge,” plus a ghost vehicle that does not wash mirrors. Case 2 incorporates two each of
vehicle types (i) and (iii), and capital costs for the vehicles are sunk because the plant
already owns them. Case 3 is a currently operating parabolic trough plant in which one
vehicle each of types (i) and (ii), and six vehicles of type (iii) are already owned by the
plant. In all three cases, we consider a 10-year operating horizon, commensurate with the
wash vehicle lifetime in [104]. Additionally, for any month in which mirrors are not washed,
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we assume an average reflectivity of 80% for January through April and September
through December, and 65% for May through August. See the Appendix for a more
detailed description of Case 1 data and sources. Industry-proprietary data are omitted for
Cases 2 and 3.
We evaluate how the solution changes for different values of the following three
parameters: (i) electricity sales price, (ii) average soiling rate, and (iii) hourly washing
costs. Table 3.4 shows the baseline values for these three parameters. Multipliers between
0.1× and 2.0× are applied to the parameters, one at a time, and the case study is resolved
for each instance.
Table 3.4 Baseline parameter values for three case studies. A parameter sensitivity analysis
is performed by applying multipliers between 0.1× and 2.0× the value of the parameter.
Parameter Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Design Tower Tower Parabolic Trough
Vehicle 1 Costs ($/hr) 36 1,072 59
Vehicle 2 Costs ($/hr) 44 2,072 107
Vehicle 3 Costs ($/hr) 54 n/a 64
Electricity Price ($/kWhr) 0.137 0.137 0.14
Soiling Rate (fraction/day) 0.0036 0.0036 0.0034
3.5.2 Comparison of Solution Methods
Attempting to solve Case 1 with model (W) directly (the monolith), via many
combinations of parameter settings, does not achieve an acceptable optimality gap after
one hour using AMPL 20190617 [105] with CPLEX 12.9.0.0 [106] on a server with two Intel
Xeon E5-2620 v4s at 2.1GHz, 32GB RAM, and 32 cores.
We implement models (S) and (M) (the decomposition) using the Pyomo optimization
package [107] for Python 3.6 [108] on the same server. Model (S) is solved in parallel for
every time period and collection of vehicles, as described in Section 3.4.4, using the
open-source interior point method solver IPOPT 3.12.13 [109], which provides the input to
Model (M), that is then solved with the open-source solver CBC 2.10.3 [110].
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Table 3.5 provides the results of solving the three cases with different multipliers
applied to the soiling rate parameter using the monolith and the decomposition. Solving






, of 0.03% or less in three
minutes or fewer for all cases and instances. Applying multipliers to the vehicle costs and
electricity pricing parameters yields similar results (not shown). In every instance, the
decomposition yields a smaller optimality gap than solving the monolith directly, and is
faster in all but three instances (which still have solve times fewer than 16 seconds). Case 2
is easily solved to near-optimality with both methods, likely due to having a total of 4
vehicles (not including the ghost vehicle) to choose from versus the 15 vehicles in Case 1
and 8 vehicles in Case 3. Additionally, the washing costs are much higher for Case 2, which
results in more obvious tradeoffs in the optimization model and fewer vehicles used.
Regardless, an open source combination of modeling language and solver obtains results
within an operationally feasible amount of time.
Table 3.5 Case study results of solving the monolith directly using a commercial modeling
language and solver versus the decomposition with an open-source modeling language and
open-source solvers.
Monolith Decomposition
Case Soiling Rate Solve Optimality Solve Optimality
Study Multiplier Time (s) Gap (%) Time (s) Gap (%)
Case 1 0.1× 76 0.0 13 0.0
1.0× 3,600 11.2 43 0.1
2.0× 3,600 15.3 85 0.1
Case 2 0.1× 1 0.0 15 0.0
1.0× 5 0.0 15 0.0
2.0× 9 0.0 16 0.0
Case 3 0.1× 3,600 5.1 37 0.0
1.0× 3,600 19.3 52 0.1
2.0× 3,600 26.8 178 0.03
3.5.3 Case Study Solutions
The baseline instance (all multipliers equal to 1.0×) of Case 1 has a solution that uses
four water and brush trucks from February through November, and three water and brush
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trucks in January and December. Figure 3.3 shows the assignment of wash vehicles to solar
field sections for February through November. The three vehicles assigned to field sections
closest to the receiver have a 20% shorter wash time for the corresponding heliostats than
the vehicle assigned to the outer sections, meaning that those heliostats have less time
between cleanings and have a higher average reflectivity. This is expected since the
heliostats closest to the receiver are responsible for more energy reflected onto the receiver
than heliostats further from the receiver.
Figure 3.3 Wash crew assignments for Case 1 in February through November. The solution
uses four water and brush trucks with the truck assigned to the outer rings having 130 hours
between washings and the three trucks assigned to the inner rings having 104 hours between
washings. (Note: results show slightly non-concentric truck assignments due to the lack
of heliostat ring data in the fictional case, an artifact that does not occur in our industry
partner data.)
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The baseline instance of Case 2 uses a single water-and-brush vehicle that is operated
from February through November. During these months, the vehicle is assigned to every
solar field section. The solution does not wash heliostats from November through January
because the heliostats are less productive in those months and it is not beneficial to pay for
the labor and materials of a crew.
Figure 3.4 shows the monthly vehicle use from Case 3, which compares the
recommended wash vehicle deployment at the industry partner’s site versus estimated
vehicle use per shift, by month. The results indicate that wash vehicles are underutilized,
particularly in the summer months. Under the present assumptions, profits may be
increased by $4.26M over a ten-year horizon if the recommended schedule is utilized,
compared to current practices.
Figure 3.4 Wash crew assignments for Case 3 by month, compared with average vehicle
use by type at the time of this writing. In each pairing, the left column denotes current
average usage of wash vehicles and the right column denotes the recommended deployment.
*Mirror-washing activity logs for November and December were not available.
Figure 3.5 shows the results from applying a multiplier between 0.1× and 3.0× for the
three cases, and demonstrate that more wash vehicles are recommended when electricity
pricing and average soiling rates are higher and when washing costs are lower. Case 2 in
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Figure 3.5b possesses a particularly robust solution of purchasing one vehicle, which holds
for changes in electricity pricing, soiling rate, and washing costs in the range of 0.5× to
2.0× of the baseline values. The other two cases have solutions that are more sensitive to
changes in the parameters. These ranges provide a decision maker a lower and upper bound
for the number of vehicles to purchase if there is uncertainty in some of the data used.
(a) Case 1
(b) Case 2 (c) Case 3
Figure 3.5 Results from applying multipliers to three parameters for (a) Case 1, (b) Case
2, and (c) Case 3. In each case, electricity pricing and average soiling rate have a direct
relationship with the number of vehicles recommended, and the washing cost has an indirect
relationship with the number of vehicles recommended.
3.6 Conclusions
We present an MINLP to determine the optimal vehicle fleet and assignment of wash
crews to heliostats, to minimize the loss of revenue due to soiling, vehicle purchase, and
operations in a CSP plant. Instances of the MINLP are solved quickly and to
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near-optimality using a decomposition method and solar field grouping that results in a
convex objective function. Industry-based case studies indicate that costs may be reduced
on the order of hundreds of thousands of dollars per year by applying our recommendations.
Model (W) provides insights for fleet sizing and assignment for an extended time
horizon, such as 10 years. This helps decision makers determine the number and type of
wash vehicles, and the assignment of vehicles, when assuming average soiling rates. This
work could be expanded to include contingency planning for extreme weather events that
severely impact reflectance in the short term, such as dust storms. Future research includes
modifying model (W) to support decisions in a real-time environment. Possible
modifications include determining how to best employ a fleet for the next week, based on
current heliostat reflectivity measurements and weather forecasting. For example, a fleet of
wash vehicles would be used differently depending on how heavily soiled heliostats are, if
there is a high chance of a rain event that would improve reflectivity, and if a forecast for
cloud-cover suggests a reduction in revenue.
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CHAPTER 4
DECOMPOSING A RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPERATION
OPTIMIZATION MODEL
This paper is planned for submission to the European Journal of Operational Research.
Jesse G. Wales9,10, Alexander J. Zolan11, Tülay Flamand12,13
4.1 Abstract
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s Renewable Energy Integration and
Optimization tool (REopt LiteTM) is a web application using an underlying optimization
model that determines the best mix of renewable energy technologies and battery storage
in order to reduce long-term electricity costs and improve resilience to power outages.
REopt Lite includes combined heat and power technology and thermal energy storage
options that can synergisticly operate with other technologies. However, including these
technologies reveals computational challenges. To tackle these challenges and solve
large-size instances in reasonable CPU times to near-optimality, we develop a temporal
decomposition methodology, which decomposes the problem into smaller, more manageable
blocks. We apply the proposed methodology to several case studies. Our computational
experiments demonstrate that the decomposition methodology yields an acceptable
optimality gap on the order of minutes instead of hours for difficult cases.
4.2 Introduction
Power generated by a customer on a distribution network, which is then used by the
customer or sold back to the grid, is a form of distributed generation [111]. There is a
9Department of Mechanical Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO 80401
10Ph.D. Student
11National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Thermal Energy Systems, Golden, CO 80401
12Division of Economics and Business, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO 80401,
13Professor of Economics and Business, Author for correspondence
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growing interest in optimizing distributed generation that includes renewable technologies.
Abdmouleh et al. [112] present a research survey and describe five motivations for
increasing distributed generation: (i) environmental, such as decreasing carbon dioxide
emissions and responding to increased energy demands; (ii) economic, such as decreasing
electricity prices and avoiding excessive transmission and distribution investments; (iii)
technological, such as advancements in renewable energy technologies, generators, and
combined heat and power; (iv) technical, such as peak shaving and improving reliability;
and (v) regulatory, such as meeting renewable energy penetration goals and carbon
emissions standards. Most of the distributed generation research outlined in [112] focuses
on location and sizing decisions to minimize network losses. Our research determines the
size, mix, and operations (dispatch) of renewable technologies to reduce costs and improve
energy resiliency for a commercial building.
REopt LiteTM is a web tool, based on the larger National Renewable Energy Laboratory
model REopTTM [113], that allows building managers to evaluate the addition of renewable
energy technologies, such as photovoltaics (PV), wind, and combined heat and power
(CHP), along with electrical and/or thermal energy storage, and generators, to reduce
long-term energy costs. Additionally, managers can include the option of energy resilience
from grid outages for a specified time duration. Ogunmodede et al. [114] show that REopt
Lite uses a mixed-integer linear program (MILP) to minimize the sum of technology capital
costs, storage costs, operations and maintenance costs, production costs, grid charges, and
the benefits of energy exports and production incentives. The model must satisfy
constraints that concern (i) fuel, (ii) thermal production, (iii) rate of production, (iv)
storage system size and operations, (v) cold and hot thermal loads, (vi) production
incentives, (vii) power rating, (viii) load balancing and grid sales, (ix) rate tariffs, and (x)
minimum utility charges. REopt Lite includes the option for CHP technology and thermal
energy storage that causes computational challenges, particularly, in solving large-size
instances [115]. Our main contribution to develop a temporal decomposition methodology
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that overcomes these computational challenges by decomposing the model into smaller
blocks, in order to solve large-size instances in manageable CPU times. Using the proposed
methodology, we establish procedures to obtain lower and upper bounds, which enables
calculating an optimality gap in order to assess the quality of the prescribed solution.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.3 provides a review of the
literature. Section 4.4 describes our methodology in a general sense. Section 4.5 provides
the results of applying our decomposition to REopt Lite with several case studies.
Section 4.6 concludes and proposes future research.
4.3 Literature Review
REopt Lite belongs to a category of models that focus on energy system design and
operations for a microgrid or distributed site. Another National Renewable Energy
Laboratory model concerning micropower systems is the Hybrid Optimization Model for
Electric Renewables (HOMER), which is a simulation model described in [116]. Relevant
research using HOMER is reviewed in [117]. An MILP is used in [118] and [119] to
optimize the design and dispatch of microgrids to support military and other
geographically separated locations. Lara et al. [120] use a MILP model for multi-region
electric power infrastructure planning and scheduling over 30 years that includes
traditional generation sources, renewable technologies, and energy storage. Their model
minimizes capital investment and operating costs while meeting demand and satisfying
operational constraints. Other energy models are described and reviewed in [121]. REopt
Lite differs from these models by focusing on optimizing technology selection and dispatch
to not only reduce costs, but achieve some level of resilience to power outages using energy
storage, and because it is an open-access web-based tool, and as such, is expected to
provide results quickly to users.
As some instances of MILPs can be computationally burdensome, decomposition
techniques are often used to improve solve times. A branch-and-bound procedure is
developed in [122] that uses a temporal decomposition with Lagrangian relaxation to find
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solutions to two unit commitment problems that minimize production costs. Similar to our
method, they divide a long-term time horizon into shorter subproblems with time-coupling
constraints, and use parallel computing for the subproblems. Many researchers improve
computation time by applying temporal decomposition using inventory time-coupling
constraints, Lagrangian decomposition for lower bounds, and fixing inventory variables
from subproblem solutions to find upper bounds [123, 124]. We apply a similar
methodology, with modifications to support certain aspects that are unique to REopt Lite,
such as (i) having constraints in the time-separated subproblems that require values of
variables from other subproblems, (ii) working with time-indexed sets that span several
subproblems, (iii) satisfying resource constraints based on the full time horizon, and (iv)
having a goal to achieve solve times on the order of a few minutes.
There are several other decomposition techniques that are used to improve model
tractability. Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition [125] is used in [126] to improve solve times of
energy dispatch planning. Some authors use a nested decomposition approach, whereby
problems are decomposed into subproblems that are solved with Dantzig-Wolfe
decomposition [127] or Benders decomposition [120]. Optimality condition decomposition
is used by [128] to improve solve times in a economic dispatch problem that includes
traditional energy sources, renewable generation, and storage. Optimality condition
decomposition concerns variables and constraints that can be separated into subproblems,
and complicating constraints that contain variables that cannot be separated. The
complicating constraints are relaxed by moving them to the objective function of the
subproblems and using Lagrangian penalties, which are updated using the complicating
variable values from the other subproblems until a stopping criteria is reached. Progressive
hedging, first presented by [129], separates the problem into several subproblems that are
solved with relaxed constraints and employs penalties that are updated over iterations to
converge to the optimal solution. Information from the subproblems is used to create
implementable solutions to the full problem. The progressive hedging algorithm outlines
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how to iteratively improve the solutions with relaxed constraints, and the feasible solutions
with all constraints until a satisfactory optimality gap is achieved. Progressive hedging is
used by [130] to achieve significant reductions in solve time for medium-term operational
planning of a large hydrothermal system. Our approach uses the concepts of temporal
decomposition with the progressive hedging algorithm to improve the solve times of REopt
Lite.
4.4 Methodology
In this section, we present our notation and methodology in a general sense to
demonstrate the application to other models with constructs similar to REopt Lite. We
begin with an MILP that determines system design and operations decisions over a “long”
time horizon, such as a year, to minimize overall costs and meet imposed constraints. We
then propose a methodology for to solve the given MILP.
To decompose an MILP, the model should be separable into smaller subproblems such
that each subproblem is solved independently. Decomposition methodologies aim to find a
solution to a problem by solving such smaller, more manageable subproblems, faster than
solving the monolith. Subproblems can be solved in parallel, which also decreases the
overall solution time compared to the monolith. We consider a time-separable MILP model,
where each subproblem spans a specific time interval, which we call a block, as a part of the
given time horizon. In a time-separable model, the combination of all time blocks forms
the entire time horizon. Hence, there should be a consecutive connection between time
blocks. For example, the ending inventory of a specific time block should be the beginning
inventory of its following block. This connection is represented by linking variables in the
proposed methodology. These variables create continuity between the blocks, which enables
the combination of subproblem solutions to form a feasible solution for the monolith.
The variables for this model are categorized as either all-encompassing or
block-separable. All-encompassing variables apply to the entire time horizon and include
design choices, such as system size and technology mix, and cost-affecting decisions, such
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as production incentives. Block-separable variables apply to shorter time intervals and can
have values that are unique for each time block. Therefore, these variables can be solved
for within a block without regard to their values in other blocks. They include operational
decisions, such as energy production or inventory during an hour. Inventory reset variables
are all-encompassing variables that are used to connect blocks. For example, the
end-of-block inventory for block one must equal the beginning-of-block inventory for block
two, in order to have a feasible solution.
We reformulate the time-separable MILP model by dividing it into several independent
time blocks that are coupled with inventory-reset variables and forcing a single value for the
all-encompassing design variables across all the blocks. We then find solutions that provide
a lower bound on the monolith by relaxing the single all-encompassing design variable
constraint and penalizing violations in the objective function. We find solutions that
provide an upper bound, feasible solution to the monolith, by fixing the all-encompassing
variable values to be the same across all time blocks. We develop an algorithm to close the
gap between lower bound and upper bound solutions, and use parallel computing to
expedite solutions. Our decomposition can be extended to other models that have a
separable structure and contain all-encompassing and block-separable variables.
We begin with the original formulation of the problem, which we call (P). We use the
notation principles outlined in Teter et al. [131], such that sets are represented with
calligraphic letters, parameters and functions are in lower case, and variables are in upper
case with indices as subscripts and superscripts differentiating variables representing
similar decisions. This work is an extension of the decomposition presented by Zolan et al.
[124], and as such, we use a similar explanation. As much as possible, we avoid using
notation that conflicts with the REopt Lite formulation in [114] and [115].
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Sets
h ∈ H = {1, 2, ..., H} Time steps
ℓ ∈ L = {1, 2, ..., L} Time blocks indexing a partition of H
Hℓ ⊂ H Time steps in block ℓ
A ∈ A All-encompassing variables
B ∈ B(A) Block-separable variables, given all-encompassing variable
value A
Functions
f0(·) Costs associated with all-encompassing variables
fh(·) Costs associated with block-separable variables in time step h
gh(·) Net change in inventory associated with block-separable
variables in time step h
k(·) Resource consumption associated with block-separable variables
Parameters
|Hℓ| Number of time steps in block ℓ
¯






ℓ′=1 |Hℓ′ |+ 1, ∀ℓ ∈ L
h̄ℓ Last time step in block ℓ; h̄ℓ =
¯
hℓ + |Hℓ| − 1, ∀ℓ ∈ L




R Inventory reset value
Bh Block-separable decision at time step h; B = (Bh)h∈H
¯
Ih Inventory at start of time step h













subject to A ∈ A (4.1b)
Bh ∈ Bh(A), ∀h ∈ H (4.1c)
Īh =
¯
Ih + gh(Bh), ∀h ∈ H (4.1d)
¯
Ih = Īh−1, ∀h ∈ H (4.1e)
Īh̄ℓ = R, ∀ℓ ∈ L (4.1f)
¯
I1 = I0 (4.1g)
∑
h∈H
k(Bh) ≤ b (4.1h)
The objective for (P), (4.1a), minimizes the cost of all-encompassing decisions that span all
the time blocks and the decisions within each time block. Constraint (4.1b) ensures
all-encompassing decisions are feasible as defined by set A, and constraint (4.1c) ensures
block-separable decisions are feasible with respect to the all-encompassing decisions A. A
and B represent the set of feasible all-encompassing and block-separable variable values,
respectively, including non-negativity and integrity restrictions. Constraint (4.1d) sets the
end-of-time-step inventory equal to the beginning-of-time-step inventory plus the net
change in that time step. Constraint (4.1e) links the inventory from one time step to the
next. Constraint (4.1f) forces the inventory at the end of the last time step of a block equal
the reset value R. The reset value R connects the end-of-inventory for one block to the
beginning-of-inventory of the next time block. Constraint (4.1g) initializes the beginning
inventory in the first time step to the initial inventory. Constraint (4.1h) limits the
consumption of resources over the time horizon. For example, the amount of fuel used for
the year must be less than or equal to the amount of fuel available for the year.
We use the block-separable structure of model (P) to decompose it into |L|
subproblems, each of which determines values for variables A and the inventory reset R,
which is a reformulation of the original problem that we call (P ′). All-encompassing
variables are cloned for every block ℓ and their values are determined within each
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subproblem. For a solution to be implementable, the all-encompassing variables need to
have the same value for all subproblem blocks, therefore, nonanticipativity constraints are
used in the reformulation to a enforce single value across all blocks.
Additional Sets
H−ℓ Time steps in block ℓ, excluding the first time step in that block;
i.e., H−ℓ = Hℓ \ {h̄ℓ}, ∀ℓ ∈ L
Additional Variables
Aℓ All-encompassing variable for subproblem ℓ
Rℓ Inventory reset value for subproblem ℓ
Additional Parameters
ωℓ Weighted contribution of block ℓ to objective function value [fraction]















subject to Aℓ ∈ A, ∀ℓ ∈ L (4.2b)
Bh ∈ Bh(Aℓ), ∀h ∈ Hℓ, ∀ℓ ∈ L (4.2c)
Īh =
¯
Ih + gh(Bh), ∀h ∈ H (4.2d)
¯
Ih = Īh−1, ∀h ∈ H
−




hℓ = Rℓ, ∀ℓ ∈ L \ {1} (4.2f)
Īh̄ℓ = Rℓ, ∀ℓ ∈ L (4.2g)
Aℓ = A, ∀ℓ ∈ L (4.2h)
Rℓ = R, ∀ℓ ∈ L (4.2i)
¯





k(Bh) ≤ b (4.2k)
The reformulated model (P ′) is an equivalent model to (P) because it clones the
all-encompassing decisions A and reset variable R using Aℓ and Rℓ, respectively, and adds
nonanticipativity constraints (4.2h) and (4.2i), which force these variables to have a single
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value across all blocks. The contribution to the objective function of block ℓ associated
with all-encompassing variables is weighted by ωℓ, where
∑
ℓ∈L
ωℓ = 1. For example, the




. Constraints (4.2b)-(4.2d), (4.2j), and (4.2k), replicate constraints (4.1b)-(4.1d),
(4.1g), and (4.1h), and respectively. Constraint (4.2e) ensures inventory balance between
time steps within a time block. Constraints (4.2f), (4.2g), and (4.2i) ensure inventory
balance between time blocks.
The block-reformulation can be solved directly as a monolith which may provide better
performance than the original model. The reformulation may solve faster due to the
additional structure added by the reset and cloned variables. For difficult-to-solve
instances, we create block subproblems that are solved independently in parallel. These
subproblems are used to determine a lower bound to the optimal solution by relaxing the
nonanticipativity constraints, and they are used to determine an upper bound to the
optimal solution by fixing all-encompassing decisions across all the blocks. The difference
between the lower bound and upper bound solutions define the optimality gap of the
problem. This decomposition is used for instances that the monolith cannot solve to an
acceptable gap within an allotted amount of time.
We create a lower bound model (P) by using a Lagrangian relaxation with dual
variables µℓ and θℓ on constraints (4.2h) and (4.2i), respectively. The nonanticipativity
constraints are removed and the dual variables are used in the objective to penalize
differences in all-encompassing and reset variables between time blocks. We remove the
free variables A and R by forcing the penalties µℓ and θℓ to sum to zero across all blocks
ℓ ∈ L. This allows the block subproblems to be solved independently.
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ωℓ · f0(Aℓ) +
∑
h∈Hℓ
fh(Bh) + µℓAℓ + θℓRℓ
)
(4.3a)
subject to Aℓ ∈ A, ∀ℓ ∈ L (4.3b)
Bh ∈ Bh(A), ∀h ∈ Hℓ, ∀ℓ ∈ L (4.3c)
Īh =
¯
Ih + gh(Bh), ∀h ∈ H (4.3d)
¯
Ih = Īh−1, ∀h ∈ H
−




hℓ = Rℓ, ∀ℓ ∈ L \ {1} (4.3f)
Īh̄ℓ = Rℓ, ∀ℓ ∈ L (4.3g)
¯





k(Bh) ≤ b (4.3i)
To obtain a lower bound on the optimal solution, we solve model (P). To facilitate this,
we solve the subproblem for each block ℓ in parallel and then combine the results. The
lower bound results are infeasible for the monolith because each block is allowed to have
different values for the cloned all-encompassing variables, this causes infeasibility with
respect to the monolith constraints (4.2h) and (4.2i), which force the cloned
all-encompassing variables to be equal across all blocks. We use the values for the cloned
all-encompassing variables for each block to update the Lagrangian penalties in the
objective function.
The Lagrangian penalties in the objective function for (P) are used to force the cloned
all-encompassing variable values for each block to be the same. After the penalties are
updated, they are used to obtain a new lower bound to the monolith that may be better
than the previous lower bound due to improved penalties. We initialize the penalties µℓ
and θℓ for each all-encompassing variable Aℓ and Rℓ, respectively, to start at zero. Using a
step size, ρ, we update the penalty by incrementing it by the product of the step size and













 ∀ℓ ∈ L (4.4a)
θnewℓ = θ
old








 ∀ℓ ∈ L (4.4b)
Updating the penalties using the difference from the average enforces the penalties to sum
to zero. After the penalties are updated, we can solve (P) again to improve the lower
bound. Any time a better lower bound is found, we can use those results to obtain an
upper bound on the optimal solution, as described in Section 4.4.4.
We create an upper bound model (P) by fixing all-encompassing variables A to Â and
reset variables R to R̂ using one of the block solutions Aℓ and Rℓ, and removing the
penalties in the objective function. Additionally, we add a constraint to ensure feasibility.
Additional Parameters















subject to Bh ∈ Bh(Â), ∀h ∈ Hℓ, ∀ℓ ∈ L (4.5b)
Īh =
¯
Ih + gh(Bh), ∀h ∈ H (4.5c)
¯
Ih = Īh−1, ∀h ∈ H
−




hℓ = R̂, ∀ℓ ∈ L \ {1} (4.5e)
Īh̄ℓ = R̂, ∀ℓ ∈ L (4.5f)
¯
I1 = I0 (4.5g)
∑
h∈Hℓ
Bh ≤ ω̃ℓ · b, ∀ℓ ∈ L (4.5h)




to the right-hand-side of any constraint concerning an all-encompassing variable that has a
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maximum amount of a full-horizon resource that it can consume. This restricts the amount
of the full-horizon resource used in a block subproblem to be the ω̃ℓ fraction allocated to
block ℓ. For example, if the original model has a year-long horizon and has a constraint
that the total amount of fuel used over the year is less than or equal to an annual amount
of fuel available, we add a constraint that limits the fuel consumed in a block to be less
than or equal to a block-allocated proportion of the annual amount of fuel. This forces the
total consumption of that resource across all blocks to be less than or equal to the total
amount available. Constraints (4.2h) and (4.2i) are not needed in P because we fix all
cloned variables to the same value.
To obtain an upper bound on the optimal solution, we solve model (P) using the results
from the |L| lower bound subproblems. We evaluate each lower bound subproblem solution
ℓ by fixing the cloned all-encompassing variable values for each block ℓ′ in the upper bound
problem (P). For example, to evaluate the solutions from lower bound (LB) subproblem ℓ̂
using all-encompassing variables ALB
ℓ̂




AUBℓ = Â ∀ℓ ∈ L (4.6b)
This results in either a feasible or infeasible solution. This is repeated for each lower bound
subproblem solution and the best feasible solution for the monolith, if it exists, is saved as
the new upper bound.
4.4.5 Convergence Algorithm
We close the gap between the lower bound and upper bound using an algorithm similar
to the one in [124]. The stopping criteria include achieving an acceptable gap between the
lower and upper bound, ǫ, or exceeding a time limit τ . Inputs to the algorithm include the
number of iterations of improving the lower bound, κ, the step size, ρ, used to update the
penalty parameters µ and θ, and the time limit τ . Algorithm 1 repeats the process of
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finding and improving the lower bound for κ iterations, and then using the data from the
lower bound to find an upper bound, until an acceptable gap or time limit is met. The
penalty parameters are updated in accordance with equations (4.4a) and (4.4b). Our
algorithm differs from [124] by enforcing a time limit and in how we choose which solutions
from the lower bound problem to use in finding an upper bound.
Algorithm 1: Decomposition algorithm to solve model P
Result: Achieve acceptable gap between lower and upper bounds within time limit
inputs: ǫ ∈ {0, 1}, τ > 0, κ ∈ Z+;
initialization: t← 0, z¯P ← −∞, zP̄ ←∞, µ← 0, θ ← 0;
while ǫzP̄ > zP̄ − z¯P and t < τ do
k ← 0;
while k < κ and ǫzP̄ > zP̄ − z¯P and t < τ do
solve (
¯
P) to obtain z¯
P
k , Aℓ, Rℓ ∀ℓ ∈ L;
µℓ ← µ
new
ℓ , θℓ ← θ
new









k ← k + 1, t← time elapsed;
end
if ǫzP̄ > zP̄ − z¯P and t < τ and Aℓ, Rℓ not used before then
solve (P̄) with Aℓ = Âℓ, Rℓ = R̂ℓ to obtain z
P̄
k , A,R,X, I;
end
if zP̄k < z
P̄ then






This section describes how we apply the methodology from Section 4.4 to REopt Lite
and the results from several case studies. We focus on a few aspects of applying the
decomposition method and some of the successes and challenges encountered. We only
present the notation necessary to describe some of the aspects of implementing the
decomposition, which is shown in Table 4.4. The complete REopt Lite decomposition
formulation can be found in Appendix C.




L = {1, 2, ..., 12} Time blocks
M Months of the year
Mℓ ⊆M Months in block ℓ
H Time steps
Hm ⊆ H Time steps within a given month m
Hℓ ⊆ H Time steps within block ℓ
T Technologies
Tf ⊆ T Technologies that burn fuel type f
Parameters
∆ Time step scaling [h]
bfaf Amount of available fuel for type f [MMBTU]
Variables
Rb Reset value of storage system b [kWh]
Rbℓ Reset value of storage system b in block ℓ [kWh]
X fth Fuel burned by technology t in time step h [MMBTU/h]
Xsbbh State of charge of storage system b at the
beginning of time step h [kWh]
Xsebh State of charge of storage system b at the end
of time step h [kWh]
Xσt System size of technology t [kW]
Xσtℓ System size of technology t in block ℓ [kW]
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4.5.1 REopt Lite Reformulation
We begin the decomposition process by reformulating the original REopt Lite model
into a block-separable model. For the reformulation, we use 12 time blocks,
L = {1, 2, .., 12}, that directly correspond to months because there are several variables
indexed by month and constraints that pertain to each month. Each lower bound and
upper bound subproblem time frame is a single month. Subproblems with time frames
larger than a month solve slower. Subprolems with time frames smaller than a month
require special considerations to manage certain aspects of REopt Lite, such as peak
electrical power pricing per month.
We classify the variables from REopt Lite as either all-encompassing or block separable.
For the all-encompassing variables, i.e., the varibles whose values impact all the block
subproblems, we create a clone for each block by giving them an ℓ index. For example, for
the all-encompassing variable Xσt , we add the clone variable X
σ
tℓ. For the block-separable
variables, i.e., their values are indexed on hour or month and do not impact any variables
in other blocks, no change is required. The complete list of all-encompassing and
block-separable variables is found in Appendix C, Table C.1.
The block reformulation of REopt Lite requires several steps including adding variables,
parameters, and constraints. We replace each all-encompassing variable with its clone that
is indexed by block ℓ. We change the hour and month sets, H andM, to their
corresponding block-indexed sets, Hℓ andMℓ, respectively. Similarly, we change the peak
electrical power demand ratchets, which affect electricity pricing, to be indexed by block to
make decisions within the subproblem time frame.
Changes are made to the objective and each constraint. We modify the objective
function by weighting each term that includes an all-encompassing variable by ωℓ =
|Hℓ|
|H|
and weighting each annual-based cost parameter by ω̃ℓ. We sum the objective function over
all blocks. We modify every constraint by adding ∀ℓ ∈ L to ensure the constraint holds for
each block. For constraints that consume resources that have an annual amount available,
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we add the multiplier ω̃ℓ to the right-hand side. For example, constraint (4.7) limits the
amount a fuel consumed to an annual amount available. For the lower bound subproblem,




, which ensures that the amount of fuel used over all blocks is less than the




X fth ≤ ω̃ℓ · b
fa
f ∀f ∈ F , ℓ ∈ L (4.7)
Finally, we add nonanticipativity constraints for each all-encompassing variable and its
clone, e.g., constraint (4.8). These constraints force each cloned all-encompassing variable
to be equal to the same value; they are used to validate that the block-reformulation model




t ∀t ∈ T , ℓ ∈ L (4.8)
A few changes to the original REopt Lite model found in [114] and [115] are necessary
to implement the decomposition. First, a beginning-of-period state-of-charge inventory
variable, Xsbbh , is required to connect time blocks. The original model only used an
end-of-period state-of-charge variable, Xsebh, because there was a single time-horizon. We
require the additional variable because we solve block subproblems in parallel. The
beginning and end-of-hour state-of-charge variables are connected with the constraint (4.9).
Second, a beginning and end-of-block state-of-charge reset variable, Rbℓ, is required to
make each block time-independent of other blocks. The state-of-charge at the beginning of
the first hour of a block, except for the first block (which has an initial state-of-charge), is
set to the reset variable by constraint (4.10). Similarly, the state-of-charge at the end of
the last hour of a block is set to the reset variable as shown by constraint (4.11). These
added variables and constraints add a negligible amount to the objective costs compared to
the original formulation. All other changes made to reformulate the original REopt Lite
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model into a block-separable model do not affect the solution.
Xsbbh = X
se




= Rbℓ ∀b ∈ B, ℓ ∈ L \ {1} (4.10)
Xsebh̄ℓ = Rbℓ ∀b ∈ B, ℓ ∈ L (4.11)
Decomposition
After developing the block-reformulation of REopt Lite, we create lower bound and
upper bound subproblems and obtain solutions as described in Sections 4.4.3-4.4.5. We
initialize penalties to zero, i.e., µ = 0 for every all-encompassing variable. The penalties,
e.g., µσtℓ, are updated using a step size that is proportional to the all-encompassing
variable’s objective function coefficient, which we represent here as c, the step size scalar ρ,








∀t ∈ T (4.12)
µσtℓ = µ
σ




t ) ∀t ∈ T , ℓ ∈ L (4.13)
where,
ct represents the objective function coefficent on X
σ
t .
We set a time limit of 300 seconds, a 1% optimality gap target, and 3 iterations for
improving the lower bound before an upper bound is found. We found that we achieve an
upper bound after only one lower bound iteration in all instances, but we achieve better
performance using several lower bound iterations. After evaluating multiple penalty update
step sizes, ρ, we choose 0.0005. Step sizes larger than 0.0005 result in worse lower bounds
in some cases, and step sizes smaller than 0.0005 result in less improvement. For cases that
solve quickly due their attributes, we solve the block-reformulation monolith to optimality,
which includes nonanticipativity constraints. These cases do not converge to optimality
within the time limit when solved with the decomposition.
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We modify the algorithm presented in Section 4.4.5 with respect to obtaining upper
bound solutions. Evaluating every lower bound subproblem solution as a potential upper
bound solution is too time intensive. Instead, we only evaluate a single solution from the
lower bound subproblems. This block is chosen by determining the highest total electrical
demand for all the hours within the subproblem. This change results in finding an upper
bound solution on the order of a minute instead of twelve minutes with minimal impact to
the quality of the solution.
4.5.2 Case Studies
We compare the performance of solving REopt Lite with the original monolith to the
results obtained with our decomposition. Six case studies with varying attributes are
solved with the original model and the block-reformulation or decomposition method. Data
for the cases is provided by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Case 1 represents
an apartment building in Searcy, Arkansas, with solar photovoltaics, tiered electricity
pricing, and a battery energy storage system. Cases 2-6 represent a hospital in San
Francisco, California, and have different technology and energy storage combinations, as
shown in Table 4.5. These cases have varying degrees of difficulty depending on the
technologies that are included and the type of electricity pricing tiers used. Both the
original and decomposition methods are solved using AMPL Version 20191223 with
CPLEX 12.10, controlled with Python 3.6.9 using the AMPL Python API, on a Sun Fire
X2270 M2 with two Intel Xeon X5675 processors at 3.07GHz, 48GB RAM, and 24 cores.
The decomposition uses Python multiprocessing to solve the lower and upper bound
subproblems in parallel.
We overcame some obstacles in implementing the decomposition. First, we must ensure
the block-reformulated model (P ′) is equivalent to the original model (P), which we verify
by comparing the solutions of both models for cases that solve to optimality. For cases that
do not solve to optimality, we use a feasible solution from one model and fix those variable
values in the other model, and then compare the objective function values. Additionally,
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there are computational challenges when implementing multiprocessing to solve the lower
bound and upper bound subproblems in parallel. The AMPL objects created with the
AMPL API cannot be used as arguments for, or returned from, the solve function that is
executed in parallel. These objects must be created within the solve function; therefore, a
data structure, such as a dictionary of dictionaries, must be constructed to contain all of
the block-specific data, variables, and penalty parameters.
We present the results of the model comparison in Table 4.5. In each case, our model
outperforms the original model by achieving an optimality gap of less than 1% in a shorter
amount of time, or achieving a better optimality gap within the allotted time limit. Cases
1, 2, and 3 are solved with the block-reformulation monolith. For these cases, our model
outperforms the original model solving 23% faster, on average. Cases 4, 5, and 6 are solved
with the decomposition method and have improved optimality gaps within the time limit
for all cases compared to the original model.
Table 4.5 Case study results, comparing original REopt Lite model to the decomposition.
We report the time to reach the acceptable optimality gap of 1%, or, *the gap achieved if 300
seconds are exceeded. Case attributes include tiered electricity pricing, solar photovoltaics
(PV), battery energy storage system (BESS), combined heat and power (CHP), chiller, and
thermal energy storage (TES).
Case Model Time (Gap*)
Case 1 Original 94 sec.
(PV + Tiered + BESS) Block-reformulation 60 sec.
Case 2 Original 209 sec.
(CHP + chiller) Block-reformulation 177 sec.
Case 3 Original 300 sec. (1.5%)
(CHP + TES) Block-reformulation 258 sec.
Case 4 Original 300 sec. (13.8%)
(CHP) Decomposition 300 sec. (6.7%)
Case 5 Original 300 sec. (98.9%)
(CHP + PV + BESS) Decomposition 300 sec. (3.9%)
Case 6 Original 300 sec. (1.7%)
(CHP + PV + Tiered + BESS) Decomposition 300 sec. (1.2%)
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4.6 Conclusion
REopt Lite uses a mixed-integer linear program to optimize the size and mix of
renewable technologies, and the dispatch strategy, to reduce costs and improve power
outage resilience in a commercial building. Adding the option of a combined heat and
power technology and thermal energy storage greatly decrease model tractability in some
instances. We present a block-reformulation and decomposition methodology for improving
solve times and achieving better optimality gaps. In all cases evaluated, the solutions
achieved using our decomposition improve upon those obtained with the original model.
Future research includes improvements and further testing. The model could be
improved by experimenting with different block sizes, penalty starting values, or developing
cuts to achieve better lower bound solutions more quickly. Additionally, more case studies
that include different combinations of renewable energy technologies and alternate





As of 2019, 166 countries have renewable electricity targets and many countries are
incentivizing renewables in new buildings [1]. Employing cutting-edge technologies can
create unique challenges and opportunities for improvement. Concentrating solar power
plants are a part of meeting these renewable energy targets, but maximizing profit in the
short-term can have long-term maintenance impacts. We create a maintenance and failure
simulation model and integrate it with an existing mixed-integer linear program dispatch
model to provide insights on the impact that near-term operating strategies have on
long-term maintenance and down-time costs. We use the models and methodology to
optimize operating strategies that result in potential savings of over $3 million in sales over
current recommended industry guidelines. Future research includes incorporating repair
costs and optimizing the timing of maintenance. Extensions to this work include applying
the methodology to other systems where operators make decisions that balance short-term
profits with the long-term costs of operating strategies.
Over time, concentrating solar power plant mirror soiling reduces efficiency and there is
a trade-off between the costs of washing the mirrors and the benefit of increased revenue.
We build a mixed-integer nonlinear program that determines the size, mix, and assignment
of wash vehicles in order to minimize revenue losses due to soiling, capital costs, and
washing costs of resources and manpower. Using a decomposition procedure, we obtain
near-optimal solutions quickly. We apply our model to three power plants, and show that
in one case, $4 million in savings over a 10-year horizon can be achieved compared to
current industry practices. Future research includes modifying our model to support
decisions in a real-time environment, such as how to best employ a wash-vehicle fleet for
the next week, based on current reflectivity measurements and weather forecasting.
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On a smaller scale, renewable energy and storage technologies can be incorporated in
commercial buildings to decrease costs and/or improve resiliency to power outages. We
apply a temporal decomposition to the mixed-integer linear program REopt Lite, used by
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, that optimizes the size and mix of renewable
technologies to use in a building. Using the decomposition, we achieve faster solve times
with better optimality gaps compared to solving the monolith directly. Future research
includes using larger and smaller block sizes, such as a few weeks or a couple of months,
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This appendix presents, verbatim, the dispatch model formulation (OR), as
summarized in the appendix of [61]. Units, where appropriate, are provided next to the
corresponding parameter or variable. (Initialization parameters used to set variable values
at t = 0 follow variable notation and are not included here.)
Indices and Sets
t ∈ T Set of all time steps in the time horizon, T = |T |
Parameters
Cchs Penalty for cycle start-up (from hot idle) [$]
Ccsu Penalty for cycle start-up (from 0) [$]
CδW Penalty for a positive change in electricity production [$/kWe]
Crsu Penalty for receiver start-up (from 0) [$]
Ec Required energy consumed to start cycle [kWht]
Ehs Heliostat field startup parasitic loss [kWhe]
Er Required energy consumed to start receiver [kWht]
Ersb Tower piping heat trace parasitic loss [kWhe]
Eu Energy storage capacity [kWht]
Lc Cycle pumping power per unit energy consumed [kWe/kWt ]
Lr Receiver pumping power per unit power produced [kWe/kWt]
M A sufficiently large number [-]
Pt Electricity sales price in time t [$/kWhe]
P̄ Mean sales price [$/kWhe];
∑
t∈T Pt/T
Qb Standby thermal power consumption per period [kWt]
Qc Allowable power per period for cycle start-up [kWt]
Qint Energy generated by the solar field in time t [kWt]
Ql Minimum operational thermal power input to cycle [kWt]
Qrl Minimum operational thermal power delivered by receiver [kWt]
Qru Allowable power per period for receiver start-up [kWt]
Qu Cycle thermal power capacity [kWt]
W b Power cycle standby operation parasitic load [kWe]
W h Heliostat field tracking parasitic loss [kWe]
W l Minimum electric power output from cycle [kWe]
Ẇmint Minimum net power production in time t [kWe]
Ẇ nett Net power production upper limit in time t [kWe]
95
W u Cycle electric power rated capacity [kWe]
α Unit corrector for binary variables in objective [$]
γt Exponential time weighting factor [-]; Γ
(t), where Γ ≈ 0.99
∆ Time step duration [hr]
∆l Minimum duration of receiver start-up in period [hr]
∆rst Estimated fraction of time step t used for receiver start-up [-]
ηambt Cycle efficiency adjustment factor in time t [-]
ηct Normalized condenser parasitic loss in time t [-]
ηdes Cycle nominal efficiency [-]
ηp Slope of linear approximation of power cycle performance curve [-]
Continuous Variables
xrt Thermal power delivered by the receiver at time t [kWt]
xrsut Receiver start-up power consumption at time t [kWt]
ursut Receiver start-up energy inventory at time t [kWht]
xt Cycle thermal power consumption at time t [kWt]
ucsut Cycle start-up energy inventory at time t [kWht]
ẇt Electrical power generation at time t [kWe]
ẇδt Positive change in electricity production at time t [kWe]
st thermal energy storage reserve quantity at time t (auxiliary
variable) [kWht]
Binary Variables
yrt 1 if receiver is generating “usable” thermal power at time t; 0
otherwise
yrsut 1 if receiver is starting up at time t; 0 otherwise
yrsupt 1 if receiver incurs a penalty for start-up at time t; 0 otherwise
yt 1 if cycle is generating electric power at time t; 0 otherwise
ycsut 1 if cycle is starting up at time t; 0 otherwise
ycsbt 1 if cycle is in standby mode at time t; 0 otherwise
ycsupt 1 if cycle is starting up at time t from off state; 0 otherwise
ychspt 1 if cycle is starting up at time t from standby mode; 0 otherwise
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bycsbt ∀t ∈ T (A.5c)
else:
ẇt = 0 ∀t ∈ T (A.5d)
(Logic Governing Cycle Modes)
ycsut + yt−1 ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ T : t ≥ 2 (A.6a)
ycsbt ≤ yt−1 + y
csb
t−1 ∀t ∈ T : t ≥ 2 (A.6b)
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(Energy Balance)
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t ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ∈ T (A.8e)
We maximize the product of electricity price and power generation less parasitic losses
and cost penalties; this represents revenue associated with electricity sales minus total
costs, and each of these differences is summed over the time horizon. The final term in the
objective function incentivizes energy dumping from the solar field – if necessary – to occur
later in the time horizon to improve agreement between the expected net electricity
production and the actual modeled value, as pumping parasitics associated with solar field
operation are significant.
Constraint (A.2a) accounts for start-up energy “inventory”; we use an inequality to
permit a zero value in time periods following completion of a start-up. Constraint (A.2b)
ensures that inventory can only be positive when the receiver starts. Constraint (A.2c)
allows the receiver to produce power under only one of the following two circumstances: (i)
after the completion of a start-up or (ii) if, in the previous time step, the receiver had been
operating. Constraint (A.2d) ensures that a receiver cannot be starting up and operating
in power-producing mode simultaneously. Constraint (A.2e) limits the power used for
receiver start-up based on the ramp rate. Constraint (A.2f) precludes receiver start-up in
time periods with insufficient solar resource.
There is a limit on the total power produced by the receiver, which is adjusted for
start-up energy consumption by Constraint (A.3a). Constraint (A.3b) ensures that the
receiver must be in power-producing mode to generate thermal power. There is also a
minimum limit on receiver energy generation by Constraint (A.3c) to adhere to molten-salt
pump operating limits and heat transfer requirements. Constraint (A.3d) precludes power
from being produced in the absence of available energy. Constraint (A.3e) governs logic
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associated with incurring a receiver start-up
Inventory associated with start-up energy is accounted for by Constraint (A.4a); when
the cycle is starting up, inventory can assume a positive value by Constraint (A.4b).
Typical operation of the cycle can occur only after completion of start-up, or if the cycle
had been operating or had been in stand-by mode in the previous time step, by Constraint
(A.4c). Use of thermal power during cycle start-ups is curtailed in Constraint (A.4d), and
thermal power use by the power cycle is restricted to a maximum value by Constraint
(A.4e). Constraint (A.4f) ensures a lower limit on power production when the cycle is
operating.
Electrical power production is given by a constraint that relates cycle performance to
thermodynamic efficiency, allowing the model to capture the relationship between efficiency
and thermal input while maintaining a linear relationship between the two. Constraint
(A.5a) exploits this relationship; the power cycle does not always operate at maximum
efficiency owing to other cost considerations accounted for by the model. To resolve the
nonlinearities present in the relationship between thermodynamic efficiency and thermal
input, we approximate electrical output with a linear function of cycle thermal power
consumption, as given in Constraint (A.5a) where
ηp =
W u −W l
Qu −Ql
. (A.9)
Constraint (A.5b) determines a positive change in electrical power production in any given
time step, which is discouraged in the objective function. Electrical power production is
subject to a lower bound in Constraint (A.5c) which, if it lies below the minimum cycle
power value, forces the cycle to be turned off; see Constraint (A.5d). We refer the reader to
§2.4.4 of [6] for more detail.
Start-up mode cannot occur if the cycle is operating by Constraint (A.6a). Constraint
(A.6b) enforces the same type of restriction for standby mode. The modes of standby and
start-up cannot simultaneously occur (Constraint (A.6c)), nor can the modes of standby
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and power production (Constraint (A.6d)). Penalties of start-up from an off or standby
state are incurred based on logic implemented in Constraints (A.6e) and (A.6f),
respectively.
The charge state of thermal storage (st) is equal to the difference between the
corresponding positive and negative amount of power. Related constraints enforce energy
balance with respect to thermal energy storage, where the parameter ∆ converts from
power to energy; see Constraint (A.7a). We account for the hourly time resolution of this
model and the possible sub-hourly amount of time required to start the receiver while the
power cycle is operating with Constraint (A.7b). If applicable, Equation (A.10) represents













Thermal energy storage state of charge is calculated in every time step by Constraints
(A.7a)-(A.7b).
Constraint (A.8a) imposes non-negativity on receiver start-up power consumption and
receiver start-up energy inventory. Constraint (A.3c) guarantees non-negativity for xrt .
Non-negativity for cycle start-up energy inventory, electrical power generation, and positive
change in electricity production is given by Constraint (A.8b). Non-negativity for xt is
ensured via Constraint (A.4f). Constraint (A.8c) bounds thermal energy storage in each
time step. Constraints (A.8d) and (A.8e) enforce binary requirements.
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APPENDIX B
MIRROR WASHING CASE STUDY DATA
Table B.1 summarizes the source data for Case 1 in Chapter 3, Section 2.5; the detailed
assumptions for industry cases 2 and 3 are left out. Weather data from [99] was used as
input to generate the solar field’s layout and an estimate of mirror productivity over time
via SolarPILOT [73]. We assume that separate discount rates may be used for revenues,
capital costs, and hourly wash crew costs, because power purchase agreements and
inflation-based wage increases can change revenues and labor costs, respectively, after the
first year of operations. We utilize vehicle wash rate data from [89], a study on parabolic
trough plants, due to a lack of relevant sources for central receiver plants in the literature.
Table B.1 Categorization of data and sources used for Case 1 in Section 2.5
Parameter Units Case 1 Source
Vehicle capital cost (all) $ 100,000 [104], p. 139
Vehicle lifetime (all) yr 10 [104], p. 139
System efficiency / field efficiency fraction 0.331 [132], Table 1




Soiling rate/day fraction 0.0036 [87]
Revenue discount rate % 6 [132]
Capital cost discount rate % 6 [132]
Labor cost discount rate % 4 assume 2% inflation/year
Hourly cost $/h
Water and brush 36 See Table B.2
High-pressure water 44 See Table B.3
Low-pressure water 54 See Table B.4
Wash rate m2/h
Water and brush 3,680 [89]
High-pressure water 5,520 [89]a
Low-pressure water 9,200 [89]b
Cleaned mirror / new mirror reflectance fraction
Water and brush 0.986 [81]
High-pressure water 0.983 [81]
Low-pressure water 0.971 [81]
a Assumes a 50% rate increase vs. water and brush
b Assumes a 150% rate increase vs. water and brush
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Table B.2-Table B.4 provide data to estimate the hourly cost per wash crew in
Table B.1. A technical report published by Sandia National Laboratories [104] contains the
fuel and water usage, vehicle maintenance requirements, and US labor costs for our case
study; specifically, we use data from the three wash vehicle types developed by Kolb et al.
[104]. We use fuel usage rates double those in [104] due to increased travel between
heliostats required for central receiver layouts when compared to parabolic troughs. We
assume that vehicle maintenance costs are 50% higher than wash crew labor costs.
Table B.2 Categorization of the hourly cost per wash crew for a water-and-brush vehicle in
Table B.1
Parameter Units Units/m2 $/Unit $/Hour Source
Labor hr 5.43·10−3 20.00 20.00 [104], p. 138
Fuel gal 7.60·10−4 3.00 8.39 [104], p. 138
Water gal 0.19 3.00·10−3 2.10 [104], p. 138
Vehicle Maintenance hr 5.20·10−5 30.00 5.74 [104], p. 138
Total cost 36.23
Table B.3 Categorization of the hourly cost per wash crew for a high-pressure wash vehicle
in Table B.1
Parameter Units Units/m2 $/Unit $/Hour Source
Labor hr 3.62·10−3 20.00 20.00 [104], p. 138
Fuel gal 7.60·10−4 3.00 12.59 [104], p. 138
Water gal 0.19 3.00·10−3 3.15 [104], p. 138
Vehicle Maintenance hr 5.20·10−5 30.00 8.61 [104], p. 138
Total cost 44.34
Table B.4 Categorization of the hourly cost per wash crew for a low-pressure wash vehicle
in Table B.1
Parameter Units Units/m2 $/Unit $/Hour Source
Labor hr 2.17·10−3 20.00 20.00 [104], p. 138
Fuel gal 3.40·10−4 3.00 9.38 [104], p. 138
Water gal 0.23 3.00·10−3 6.35 [104], p. 138




REOPT LITE OPTIMIZATION MODEL, REFORMULATED
Here, we present the complete block-reformulation of the REopt Lite model from [114]
and [115]. We define, in alphabetic order within a group, indices and sets, parameters, and
variables, in that order, and then state the objective function and the constraints. We
choose as our naming convention calligraphic capital letters to represent sets, lower-case
letters to represent parameters, and upper-case letters to represent variables; in the latter
case, Z-variables are binary. X-variables represent continuous decisions, e.g., quantities of
energy. All subscripts denote indices. Names with the same “stem” are related, and
superscripts and “decorations” (e.g., hats, tildes) differentiate the names with respect to,





E Electrical power ratchet pricing tiers
F Fuel types
H Time steps
K Subdivisions of power rating
M Months of the year
N Monthly peak electrical power demand pricing tiers
R Peak electrical power demand ratchets (i.e., non-monthly
billing periods)
S Power rating segments
T Technologies
U Total electrical energy pricing tiers
V Net metering regimes
Subsets and Indexed Sets
Bc ⊆ Bth Cold thermal energy storage systems
Be ⊆ B Electrical storage systems
Bh ⊆ Bth Hot thermal energy storage systems
Bth ⊆ B Thermal energy storage systems
Hg ⊆ H Time steps in which grid purchasing is available
Hm ⊆ H Time steps within a given month m
Hr ⊆ H Time steps within electrical power ratchet r
Kt ⊆ K Subdivisions applied to technology t
Kc ⊆ K Capital cost subdivisions
Kf ⊆ K Fuel burn subdivisions
Mlb Look-back months considered for peak pricing
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Stk ⊆ S Power rating segments from subdivision k applied to
technology t
Tb ⊆ T Technologies that can charge storage system b
Tc ⊆ T Technologies in class c
Tf ⊆ T Technologies that burn fuel type f
Tu ⊆ T Technologies that may access electrical energy demand
tier u
Tv ⊆ T Technologies that may access net-metering regime v
T ac ⊆ T cl Absorption chillers
T CHP ⊆ T f CHP technologies
T cl ⊆ T Cooling technologies
T e ⊆ T Electricity-producing technologies
T ec ⊆ T cl Electric chillers
T f ⊆ T Fuel-burning, electricity-producing technologies
T ht ⊆ T Heating technologies
T td ⊆ T Technologies that cannot turn down, i.e., PV and wind
U c ⊆ U s Electrical energy curtailment pricing tiers
Up ⊆ U Electrical energy purchase pricing tiers
U s ⊆ U Electrical energy sales pricing tiers
U sb ⊆ U s Electrical energy sales pricing tiers accessible by storage
U st ⊆ U
s Electrical energy sales pricing tiers accessible by
technology t
Unm ⊆ U s Electrical energy sales pricing tiers used in net metering
Scaling Parameters
∆ Time step scaling [h]
Parameters for Costs and their Functional Forms
cafc Utility annual fixed charge [$]
camc Utility annual minimum charge [$]
ccbts y-intercept of capital cost curve for technology t in
segment s [$]
ccmts Slope of capital cost curve for technology t in segment s [$/kW]
ceuh Export rate for energy in energy demand tier u in time
step h [$/kWh]
cguh Grid energy cost in energy demand tier u during time
step h [$/kWh]
ckWb Capital cost of power capacity for storage system b [$/kW]
ckWhb Capital cost of energy capacity for storage system b [$/kWh]
combb Operation and maintenance cost of storage system b
per unit of energy rating [$/kWh]
compt Operation and maintenance cost of technology t per
unit of production [$/kWh]
comσt Operation and maintenance cost of technology t per
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unit of power rating, including standby charges [$/kW]
crre Cost per unit peak demand in tier e during ratchet r [$/kW]
crmmn Cost per unit peak demand in tier n during month m [$/kW]
cuf Unit cost of fuel type f [$/MMBTU]
Demand Parameters
δch Cooling load in time step h [kW]
δdh Electrical load in time step h [kW]
δ̄gsu Maximum allowable sales in electrical energy demand
tier u [kWh]
δhh Heating load in time step h [kW]
δlp Look-back proportion [fraction]
δ̄mtn Maximum monthly electrical power demand in peak
pricing tier n [kW]
δ̄te Maximum power demand in ratchet e [kW]
δ̄tuu Maximum monthly electrical energy demand in tier u [kWh]
Incentive Parameters
ı̄t Upper incentive limit for technology t [$]
inv Net metering and interconnect limits in net metering
regime v [kW]
irt Incentive rate for technology t [$/kWh]
ı̄σt Maximum power rating for obtaining production
incentive for technology t [kW]
Technology-specific Time-series Factor Parameters
f edth Electric power de-rate factor of technology t at time
step h [unitless]
f fath Fuel burn ambient correction factor of technology t
at time step h [unitless]
fhath Hot water ambient correction factor of technology t
at time step h [unitless]
fhtth Hot water thermal grade correction factor of
technology t at time step h [unitless]
fpth Production factor of technology t during time step h [unitless]
Technology-specific Factor Parameters
fdt Derate factor for turbine technology t [unitless]
f lt Levelization factor of technology t [fraction]
f lit Levelization factor of production incentive for
technology t [fraction]
fpft Present worth factor for fuel for technology t [unitless]
fpit Present worth factor for incentives for technology t [unitless]
¯
f tdt Minimum turn down for technology t [unitless]
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Generic Factor Parameters
f e Energy present worth factor [unitless]
f om Operations and maintenance present worth factor [unitless]
f tot Tax rate factor for off-taker [fraction]
f tow Tax rate factor for owner [fraction]
Power rating and Fuel Limit Parameters
bfaf Amount of available fuel for type f [MMBTU]
¯
bσc Minimum power rating for technology class c [kW]
b̄σt Maximum power rating for technology t [kW]
¯
bσstks Minimum power rating for technology t, subdivision k,
segment s [kW]
b̄σstks Maximum power rating for technology t, subdivision k,
segment s [kW]
Efficiency Parameters
η+bt Efficiency of charging storage system b using
technology t [fraction]
η-b Efficiency of discharging storage system b [fraction]
ηac Absorption chiller efficiency [fraction]
ηb Boiler efficiency [fraction]
ηec Electric chiller efficiency [fraction]
ηg+ Efficiency of charging electrical storage using grid
power [fraction]
Storage Parameters
w̄bkWb Maximum power output of storage system b [kW]
¯
wbkWb Minimum power output of storage system b [kW]
w̄bkWhb Maximum energy capacity of storage system b [kWh]
¯
wbkWhb Minimum energy capacity of storage system b [kWh]
wdb Decay rate of storage system b [1/h]
¯
wmcpb Minimum percent state of charge of storage system b [fraction]
w0b Initial percent state of charge of storage system b [fraction]
Fuel Burn Parameters
mfbt y-intercept of the fuel rate curve for technology t [MMBTU/h]
mfbmt Fuel burn rate y-intercept per unit size for
technology t [MMBTU/kWh]
mfmt Slope of the fuel rate curve for technology t [MMBTU/kWh]
mfmbts Fuel burn rate slope y-intercept for technology t in
segment s [MMBTU/kWh]
mfmmts Fuel burn rate slope per unit size for technology t in
segment s [MMBTU/kW2h]
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CHP Thermal Performance Parameters
ktet Thermal energy production of CHP technology t per
unit electrical output [unitless]
ktpt Thermal power production of CHP technology t per
unit power rating [unitless]
Boundary Conditions
Xsbb,1 Initial state of charge for storage system b [kWh]
Continuous Variables
XbkWb Power rating for storage system b [kW]
XbkWhb Energy rating for storage system b [kWh]
Xdere Peak electrical power demand allocated to tier e during
ratchet r [kW]
Xdfsbh Power discharged from storage system b during time
step h [kW]
Xdnmn Peak electrical power demand allocated to tier n during
month m [kW]
X fth Fuel burned by technology t in time step h [MMBTU/h]
X fbth y-intercept of fuel burned by technology t in time
step h [MMBTU/h]
Xguh Power purchased from the grid for electrical load in
demand tier u during time step h [kW]
Xgtsh Electrical power delivered to storage by the grid in
time step h [kW]
Xmcm Utility minimum charge adder in month m [$]
Xpit Production incentive collected for technology t [$]
Xplb Peak electric demand look back [kW]
Xptgtuh Exports from production to the grid by technology t in
demand tier u during time step h [kW]
Xptsbth Power from technology t used to charge storage system
b during time step h [kW]
Xrpth Rated production of technology t during time step h [kW]
Xσt Power rating of technology t [kW]
Xσstks Power rating of technology t allocated to subdivision k,
segment s [kW]
Xsebh State of charge of storage system b at the end of time
step h [kWh]
Xstguh Exports from storage to the grid in demand tier u
during time step h [kW]
Xtpth Thermal production of technology t in time step h [kW]
Xtpbth y-intercept of thermal production of CHP technology t
in time step h [kW]
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Binary Variables
Zdmtmn 1 If tier n has allocated demand during month m;
0 otherwise [unitless]
Zdtre 1 If tier e has allocated demand during ratchet r;
0 otherwise [unitless]
Znmilv 1 If generation is in net metering interconnect limit
regime v; 0 otherwise [unitless]
Zpit 1 If production incentive is available for technology t;
0 otherwise [unitless]
Zσstks 1 If technology t in subdivision k, segment s is chosen;
0 otherwise [unitless]
Ztoth 1 If technology t is operating in time step h;
0 otherwise [unitless]
Zutmu 1 If demand tier u is active in month m; 0 otherwise [unitless]
Reformulation Sets
L Time period blocks
Hℓ ⊆ H Time steps within block ℓ
Hgℓ ⊆ H Time steps in which grid purchasing is available within
block ℓ
Mℓ ⊆M Months in block ℓ
Rℓ ⊆ R Peak electrical power demand ratchets in block ℓ
Reformulation Parameters
¯






ℓ′=1 |Hℓ′ |+ 1,
∀ℓ ∈ L
h̄ℓ Last time step in block ℓ; h̄ℓ =
¯
hℓ + |Hℓ| − 1, ∀ℓ ∈ L
ωℓ Weighted contribution of block ℓ to objective function
value [fraction]





XbkWbℓ Power rating for storage system b in block ℓ [kW]
XbkWhbℓ Energy rating for storage system b in block ℓ [kWh]
Xpitℓ Production incentive collected for technology t in block ℓ [$]
Xplbℓ Peak electric demand look back in block ℓ [kW]
Xσtℓ System size of technology t in block ℓ [kW]
Xσstksℓ System size of technology t allocated to subdivision k,
segment s, in block ℓ [kW]
Xsbbh State of charge of storage system b at the beginning of
time step h [kWh]
Zdtreℓ 1 If tier e has allocated demand during ratchet r in
block ℓ; 0 otherwise [unitless]
Znmilvℓ 1 If generation is in net metering interconnect limit
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regime v in block ℓ; 0 otherwise [unitless]
Zpitℓ 1 If production incentive is available for technology t in
block ℓ; 0 otherwise [unitless]
Zσstksℓ 1 If technology t in subdivision k, segment s is chosen
in block ℓ; 0 otherwise [unitless]
Rb Reset value of storage system b [kWh]
Rbℓ Reset value of storage system b in block ℓ [kWh]
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X fth ≤ ω̃ℓ·b
fa
f ∀f ∈ F , ℓ ∈ L (C.1a)










th ∀t ∈ T
f \ T CHP, ℓ ∈ L, h ∈ Hℓ (C.1b)




th ∀t ∈ T
ht \ T CHP , ℓ ∈ L, h ∈ Hℓ (C.1c)












∀t ∈ T CHP , ℓ ∈ L, h ∈ Hℓ (C.1d)
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th) ∀t ∈ T , ℓ ∈ L, h ∈ Hℓ (C.3b)
(Storage System Constraints)
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bh ∀b ∈ B
th, ℓ ∈ L, h ∈ Hℓ (C.4o)
XbkWhb ≥ X
se
bh ∀b ∈ B, ℓ ∈ L, h ∈ Hℓ (C.4p)
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Zσstksℓ ∀c ∈ C, t ∈ Tc, k ∈ Kt, ℓ ∈ L (C.7a)
∑
t∈Tc,s∈Stk




bσc ∀c ∈ C, ℓ ∈ L (C.7c)
Xrpth = X
σ
tℓ ∀t ∈ T





tℓ ∀t ∈ T \ T















tℓ ∀t ∈ T , k ∈ Kt, ℓ ∈ L (C.7g)























































































u ∀u ∈ U
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Xguh ∀ℓ ∈ L (C.9c)












m,u−1 ∀u ∈ U
p : u ≥ 2, ℓ ∈ L, m ∈Mℓ (C.10b)
δ̄tuu−1 · Z
ut




p : u ≥ 2, ℓ ∈ L,m ∈Mℓ (C.10c)





mn ∀n ∈ N , ℓ ∈ L, m ∈Mℓ (C.11a)
Zdmtmn ≤ Z
dmt











Xguh ∀ℓ ∈ L, m ∈Mℓ, h ∈ Hm (C.11d)





re ∀e ∈ E , ℓ ∈ L, r ∈ Rℓ (C.12a)
Zdtre ≤ Z
dt




















lp ·Xplbℓ ∀ℓ ∈ L, r ∈ Rℓ (C.12f)
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(Minimum Utility Charge)
























































∀ℓ ∈ L, m ∈Mℓ (C.13)








= Rbℓ ∀b ∈ B, ℓ ∈ L \ {1} (C.14b)




t ∀t ∈ T , ℓ ∈ L (C.15a)
Xσstksℓ = X
σs
tks ∀t ∈ T , k ∈ K, s ∈ S, ℓ ∈ L (C.15b)
XbkWbℓ = X
bkW
b ∀b ∈ B, ℓ ∈ L (C.15c)
XbkWhbℓ = X
bkWh
b ∀b ∈ B, ℓ ∈ L (C.15d)
Xpitℓ = X
pi
t ∀t ∈ T , ℓ ∈ L (C.15e)
Xplbℓ = X
plb ∀ℓ ∈ L (C.15f)
Znmilvℓ = Z
nmil
v ∀v ∈ V , ℓ ∈ L (C.15g)
Zσstksℓ = Z
σs
tks ∀t ∈ T , k ∈ K, s ∈ S, ℓ ∈ L (C.15h)
Zpitℓ = Z
pi
t ∀t ∈ T , ℓ ∈ L (C.15i)
Rbℓ = Rb ∀b ∈ B, ℓ ∈ L (C.15j)
(Non-negativity)
Xplbℓ ≥ 0 ∀ℓ ∈ L (C.16a)
Xσtℓ ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T , ℓ ∈ L (C.16b)
Xrpth ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T , ℓ ∈ L, h ∈ Hℓ (C.16c)
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Xptgtuh ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ Tu, ℓ ∈ L, h ∈ Hℓ, u ∈ U (C.16d)
Xstguh , X
g
uh ≥ 0 ∀ℓ ∈ L, h ∈ Hℓ, u ∈ U (C.16e)
Xpitℓ ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T , ℓ ∈ L (C.16f)
Xdere ≥ 0 ∀ℓ ∈ L, r ∈ Rℓ, e ∈ E (C.16g)
Xdnmn ≥ 0 ∀ℓ ∈ L,m ∈Mℓ, n ∈ N (C.16h)
Xgtsh ≥ 0 ℓ ∈ L, h ∈ Hℓ (C.16i)
XbkWbℓ , X
bkWh
bℓ ≥ 0 ∀b ∈ B, ℓ ∈ L (C.16j)
Xσstksℓ ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T , k ∈ K, s ∈ Stk, ℓ ∈ L (C.16k)
Xptsbth ≥ 0 ∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T , ℓ ∈ L, h ∈ Hℓ (C.16l)
Xsebh, X
dfs







th ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T , ℓ ∈ L, h ∈ Hℓ (C.16n)
(Integrality)
Znmilvℓ ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ V , ℓ ∈ L (C.17a)
Zσstksℓ ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ∈ T , k ∈ K, s ∈ Stk, ℓ ∈ L (C.17b)
Zpitℓ ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ∈ T , ℓ ∈ L (C.17c)
Ztoth ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ∈ T , ℓ ∈ L, h ∈ Hℓ (C.17d)
Zdtre ∈ {0, 1} ∀ℓ ∈ L, r ∈ Rℓ, e ∈ E (C.17e)
(C.17f)
Zdmtmn ∈ {0, 1} ∀ℓ ∈ L,m ∈Mℓ, n ∈ N (C.17g)
Zutmuℓ ∈ {0, 1} ∀m ∈M, u ∈ U , ℓ ∈ L (C.17h)
The objective function minimizes the sum of capital costs, fixed operations and
maintenance costs, total energy costs and subtracts incentives. The capital cost is
comprised of equipment costs and storage costs. The total energy costs is a combination of
total production costs, total demand charges, peak ratchet and monthly demand charges,
total energy exports, and total fixed charges.
In general, the text descriptions of the constraints are written to convey the spirit of
the constraint and may not address every index in for all or summation statements when
they are not central to how the constraint operates. For complete sets of indices included
in the constraint, please refer to the mathematical notation. Every constraint applies for
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each block in the set of blocks.
Constraint (C.1a) restricts fuel consumption (which is a function of (i) its total energy
produced, and (ii) its number of operating hours) to a prespecified limit for each fuel type,
and allows different technologies to burn the same type of fuel. Constraint (C.1b) relates
the production of a fuel-burning technology to its fuel consumption using an offset linear
function, while constraint (C.1c) defines the fuel burn of each non-CHP heating technology
as directly proportional to its thermal production in each hour. Constraint (C.1d) defines
fuel consumption using a size-dependent y-intercept and fixed slope, for every CHP
technology and hour. Constraint (C.1e) limits the y-intercept of fuel burned by CHP
technology t in time step h based on the power rating of the technology as long as the
technology is operating, and is void otherwise.
Constraints (C.2a)-(C.2b) limit the fixed component of thermal production of CHP
technology t in time step h to the product of the thermal power production per unit of
power rating and the power rating itself if the technology is operating, and 0 if it is not.
Constraint (C.2c) relates the thermal production of a technology to its constituent
components.
Constraint set (C.3) restricts the rate of production to an operating window between a
system’s minimum turn down and its maximum size. Constraint (C.3a) limits a system’s
output to its maximum power rating if it is on, and 0 otherwise. Constraint (C.3b) forces a
lower bound for the minimum power at which a technology can operate if it is on; the
constraint is void otherwise.
Constraint (C.4a) sets the initial state of charge for each storage system as a fraction of
its energy rating, and constraints (C.4b) - (C.4c) restrict the size of the storage system
between the lower and upper bounds for capacity and output, respectively. In this sense,
we assume that the power and energy rating of each storage system may be optimized
separately
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Constraints (C.4d) and Constraint (C.4e) restrict the electrical power dispatched for
each technology and time period to the corresponding total production, in the former case
to storage and to the grid for hours in which grid purchase is available, and in the latter
case to storage only when grid purchase is unavailable. Constraint (C.4f) provides an
analogous restriction to that of constraint (C.4e) for thermal production, and constraint
(C.4g) provides the same restriction for the thermal production of CHP systems.
Constraints (C.4h), (C.4i), and (C.4j) provide inventory balance for the state of charge of
storage system b at the end of time period h for three different cases: (i) for hours in which
grid purchase is available, (ii) for hours in which grid-purchased electricity is not available,
in which case the grid-to-storage decision variable values, Xgtsh , are zero, i.e., not included
in the constraint, and (iii) for thermal storage, in which we must also account for decay.
Constraints (C.4k) and (C.4l) force the state of charge to be greater than or equal to the
minimum battery power rating at the beginning and end-of-period, respectively.
Constraints (C.4m) - (C.4o) impose limits on the power used to charge electrical and
thermal storage; in all cases, the upper bound is the system’s power rating. Similarly,
constraint (C.4p) limits each storage system’s discharge energy to its energy rating.
Constraints (C.5a) and (C.5b) balance cold and hot thermal loads, respectively, by
equating the power production and the power from storage with the sum of the demand,
the power to storage, and, in the case of cold loads, from the absorption chillers as well.
Constraint (C.6a) calculates total production incentives, if available, for each
technology. Constraint (C.6b) sets an upper bound on the size of system that qualifies for
production incentives, if production incentives are available.
Constraint (C.7a) allows nonzero power ratings only for the selected technology and
corresponding subdivision in each class. Constraint (C.7b) allows at most one technology
to be chosen for each subdivision in each class. Constraint (C.7c) limits the power rating to
the minimum allowed power rating for a technology class. Constraint (C.7d) prevents
renewable technologies from turning down; rather, they must provide output at their
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nameplate capacity. Constraint (C.7e) limits rated production from all non-renewable
technologies to be less than or equal to the product of the power rating and the derate
factor for each time period. Constraint (C.7f) imposes both lower and upper limits on
power rating of a technology, allocated to a subdivision in a segment, and
Constraint (C.7g) sums the segments to equal a size for a given technology and subdivision.
Constraint (C.8a) balances load by requiring that the sum of power (i) produced, (ii)
discharged from storage, and (iii) purchased from the grid is equal to the sum of (i) the
power charged to storage, (ii) the power sold to the grid from in-house production or
storage, (iii) the power charged to storage directly from the grid, (iv) any additional power
consumed by the electric chiller, and (v) the electrical load on site. Constraint (C.8b)
provides an analogous load-balancing requirement for hours in which the site is
disconnected from the grid due to an outage. Constraint (C.8c) restricts charging of
storage from grid production to the grid power purchased for each hour. Similarly,
constraint (C.8d) restricts the sales from the electrical storage system to its rate of
discharge in each time period. Constraints (C.8e) and (C.8f) restrict the annual energy
delivered to the grid by pricing tier based on pre-specified limits, such as those imposed by
net-metering restrictions; the former allows both storage and production to contribute
whereas the latter restricts the contribution to production only for certain technologies.
Constraint (C.9a) limits the net metering interconnect limit to a single regime at a
time. Constraint (C.9b) restricts the sum of the power rating of all technologies to be less
than or equal to the net metering interconnect limit regime. Constraint (C.9c) ensures that
energy sales at net-metering rates do not exceed the power purchased from the grid.
Constraint (C.10a) limits the quantity of electrical energy purchased from the grid in a
given month from a specified pricing tier to the maximum available. Constraint (C.10b)
forces pricing tiers to be charged in a specific order, and constraint (C.10c) forces one
pricing tier’s purchases to be at capacity if any charges are applied to the next tier.
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Constraint (C.11a) limits the energy demand to the maximum demand required.
Constraint (C.11b) forces monthly demand tiers to become active in a prespecified order.
Constraint (C.11c) forces demand to be met in one tier before moving to the next demand
tier. Constraint (C.11d) defines the peak demand to be greater than or equal to all of the
demands across the time horizon, where an equality is induced by the sense of the objective
function.
Constraints (C.12a)-(C.12d) correspond to constraints (C.11a)-(C.11d), but for
non-monthly billing periods to which we refer as ratchets. The charge applied for each
ratchet is a linear function of the greater of the peak electrical demand during the ratchet
and a fraction of the peak demand that occurs over a collection of months during the year;
we refer to this collection as look-back months. Constraint (C.12e) enforces a lower limit on
the look-back demand for each look-back month. Constraint (C.12f) ensures that the peak
demand for each ratchet is no lower than a fraction of the look-back demand.
Constraint (C.13) enforces a minimum payment to the utility provider, which is a fixed
constant less charges incurred from total demand, peak ratchets and peak monthly
payments, plus sales from exports to the grid.
Constraint (C.14a) connects the state of charge of each storage system between the end
of a period and the beginning of the next period. Constraint (C.14b) and (C.14c) force the
first and last time period of each block to equal the reset for that block, respectively, for
each storage system. This does not include the first time period of the horizon, i.e., h = 1.
Constraints (C.15a)-(C.15j) force the all-encompassing variables within each block to
equal the overall all-encompassing variables.
Finally, constraints (C.16) ensure all of the variables in our formulation assume
non-negative values. In addition to non-negativity restrictions, constraints (C.17) establish
the integrality of the appropriate variables.
The lower bound and upper bound formulations follow.
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Lower Bound Parameters
µσtℓ Penalty on system size of technology t in block ℓ [kW]
µσstksℓ Penalty on system size of technology t allocated to
subdivision k, segment s, in block ℓ [kW]
µbkWbℓ Penalty on power rating for storage system b in block ℓ [kW]
µbkWhbℓ Penalty on energy rating for storage system b in block ℓ [kWh]
µpitℓ Penalty on production incentive collected for technology t
in block ℓ [$]
µplbℓ Penalty on peak electric demand look back in block ℓ [kW]
µnmilvℓ Penalty on if generation is in net metering interconnect
limit regime v in block ℓ [unitless]
µzσstksℓ Penalty on if technology t in subdivision k, segment s
is chosen in block ℓ [unitless]
µpitℓ Penalty on if production incentive is available for
technology t in block ℓ [unitless]
µZ Penalty on if technology t is used for technology
class c in block ℓ [unitless]
















The objective function for the lower bound problem minimizes the objective from (P̃),
zℓ, (the sum of capital costs, fixed operations and maintenance costs, total energy costs and
subtracts incentive, over all blocks, using a block-weighted fraction on all-encompassing
variables) plus the penalty on each subproblem all-encompassing decisions. The constraints
in the lower bound formulation include all of the constraints in (P̃) except for the
nonanticipativity constraints, which are accounted for in the objective function through
Lagrangian relaxation. We also set the parameter ω̃ℓ = 1 ∀ℓ ∈ L, which relaxes the
constraint on resources, such as fuel and production incentive limits, for the lower bound
problem.
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The nonanticipativity constraints (C.15a) through (C.15j) are moved to the objective
with a penalty term µ. We force the sum of the penalty terms in each block to be zero for
each subproblem all-encompassing variable, i.e.,
∑
ℓ∈L µℓ = 0, to avoid unboundedness and
remove the free variables, e.g., Xσ. This relaxation provides a lower bound to (P̃).
Upper Bound Formulation
To achieve a feasible solution that provides an upper bound to (P̃), we fix the
subproblem all-encompassing decisions to equal a single all-encompassing decision, e.g., X̂.
We evaluate the all-encompassing decisions from each lower bound subproblem solution




t ∀t ∈ T , ℓ ∈ L (C.18a)
Xσstksℓ = X̂
σs
tks ∀t ∈ T , k ∈ K, s ∈ S, ℓ ∈ L (C.18b)
XbkWbℓ = X̂
bkW
b ∀b ∈ B, ℓ ∈ L (C.18c)
XbkWhbℓ = X̂
bkWh
b ∀b ∈ B, ℓ ∈ L (C.18d)
Xpitℓ = X̂
pi
t ∀t ∈ T , ℓ ∈ L (C.18e)
Xdereℓ = X̂
de
re ∀r ∈ R, e ∈ E , ℓ ∈ L (C.18f)
Xplbℓ = X̂
plb ∀ℓ ∈ L (C.18g)
Znmilvℓ = Ẑ
nmil
v ∀v ∈ V , ℓ ∈ L (C.18h)
Zσstksℓ = Ẑ
σs
tks ∀t ∈ T , k ∈ K, s ∈ S, ℓ ∈ L (C.18i)
Zpitℓ = Ẑ
pi
t ∀t ∈ T , ℓ ∈ L (C.18j)
Zdtreℓ = Ẑ
dt
re ∀r ∈ R, e ∈ E , ℓ ∈ L (C.18k)
Rbℓ = R̂b ∀b ∈ B, ℓ ∈ L (C.18l)
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